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Dato Seri Setia Awang Haji Suyoi bin Haji Osman
Minister of Education

Congratulations to all graduates of this year’s 24th IBTE (Institute of Brunei Technical Education) Convocation
2016. By developing your skill sets that you have attained whilst at IBTE, I sincerely hope that all of you will go
further in your careers and also achieve success in your ambitions and endeavours.
IBTE is continuously committed in ensuring that their students are marketable and job-ready. This is achieved by
adapting 21st Century Learning into their teaching and also integrating entrepreneurship as part of the curriculum,
to make their graduates more appealing to potential employers. IBTE’s employment study in 2016 (from tracking
as part of IBTE’s Key Performance Indicators, KPIs) shows that 87.3% of their students have completed their
studies, there is a 74.5% employability rate and a 90.9% employers’ satisfaction rate for IBTE graduates. These
numbers are showing a positive increase, indicating that IBTE is moving ahead towards achieving its goal. In this
endeavour, the Ministry of Education is fully committed to supporting technical education in together realising
Brunei Darussalam’s Wawasan or Vision 2035: to produce highly skilled and professional workforce for the
country by the year 2035.
I take this opportunity to express my gratitude and appreciation to IBTE’s management and instructors, as well
as relevant government ministries and agencies, in both the public and private sectors for contributing and
supporting IBTE in its journey to produce our skilled workforce, without which none of these successes would
have materialised.
Graduation is the end of one chapter and marks the beginning of another. As you prepare and get ready to embark
upon an exciting next step, keep in mind that there is no ending to acquiring knowledge. Choose to continue to
develop yourself, with lifelong learning and personal growth, in order to get yourself to that next level.

Deputy Minister,
Ministry of Finance

Yang Mulia Dr. Chin Wei Keh

Chairman,
IBTE Board of Governors

Director of Technical Education
Chief Executive Officer, IBTE

As Chairman of the Board of Governors of Institute of Brunei Technical
Education, IBTE it gives me great pleasure to present this foreword in
conjunction with IBTE 24th Convocation.
With the rapidly changing social, technological and economic climates,
education particularly technical education and training, plays an even more
critical role in leading the social and economic development of the nation.
Brunei’s wealth lies in its human talent and by harnessing this resource, only
then can we ensure the ongoing success and competitiveness of our beloved
nation, and cultivating talent starts with education. As a provider of the nation’s
skilled workforce, IBTE is conscious that it has to revisit its role, review its
strength, and enhance the effectiveness of its governance and management in
order to appropriately respond to the needs of its stakeholders and to achieve
its objectives.
The year 2015-2016 saw significant progress in IBTE’s path towards producing
highly skilled and professional workforce namely with IBTE processes being
accredited with ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System certification and
IBTE Sultan Bolkiah campus recognised as a TWI accredited training centre
for welding programmes among others. Furthermore, IBTE recently launched
the YES or Youth Enterprise Services Centre located in IBTE Business
Campus which integrated students’ learning with real business operations
allowing them to experience and build up skills related to entrepreneurial,
interpersonal, marketing, accounting, communication, problem solving and
others. The opening of this authentic learning centre as well as initiatives
with other agencies such as with Darussalam Enterprise (DARe) i.e. the “Be
Your Own Boss” Business Forum conducted in September which explored
alternative employment opportunities for IBTE graduates are timely as His
Majesty is calling for more youths to be involved in entrepreneurship. 2016
also saw the renaming of IBTE’s training centres as well as the establishment
of Two Network of Schools which allow for more coordinated strategies for the
long term development of IBTE in terms of providing a cost-efficient approach
in handling its operational costs, and making the teaching and learning more
effective and consistent across the schools based on the agreed benchmark
and best practices. On the other hand, teachers’ development remains at
the forefront in IBTE’s mission to adequately prepare the youths with skill
and knowledge for a fruitful future, which in turn depends on a lifetime of
access to high-quality, developmentally appropriate and equitable learning
opportunities. Leadership development courses, training of trainers, CBA
training and industrial placements for instructors are just some of the programs
that promote and support the strategic development of our instructors in their
specific fields.
IBTE is confident that with high standards of instruction, accredited
curriculum and up-to-date training facilities targeted at enhancing learning
experience are crucial to producing skillful graduates to help bolster Brunei’s
economic development.

I would like to extend my heartiest congratulations to the graduates
for successfully completing their studies. I speak for everyone at IBTE
when I say how proud we are of your hard work and commitment. As
you all know, education is a significant contributor to a country’s social
and economic outcomes and as a provider of technical education and
training, it is IBTE’s mission to focus on the needs of our youth with the
objectives to help them feel secure, develop a thirst for knowledge and
coach them so that they reach their full potential and in turn contribute
positively to our country’s development.
Throughout the years with IBTE, you have grown as individuals, gained
new experience and acquired the strong foundations and problem
solving competencies that will serve you well in the future. Be proud
of yourself, you have worked hard to achieve this milestone in your
academic career. Now you are set to continue to grow as a lifelong
learner while taking your place in society and plying your craft in your
selected field.
Once again I would like to congratulate you on your success and it is
my sincere hope that the education you received and your experiences
at IBTE have helped you to grow intellectually, spiritually and
professionally.
I would also like to express my sincere gratitude to stakeholders from
every possible sphere for supporting IBTE in its goal to produce skillful
and marketable graduates by establishing collaborative programmes
with industries especially key government ministries and agencies such
as Energy and Industry Department at The Prime Minister’s Office
(EIDPMO); the Ministry of Communications and associated agencies
under it; Department of Economic Planning and Development; and
many more that are not mentioned here as well as our esteemed industry
partners from various fields. I want to say thank you for your support,
feedback and effort, for in these actions, you have demonstrated your
commitment and passion to ensuring that our common goal of driving
our nation forward is met, and without your cooperation and support
we will not be achieving what we have today. IBTE looks forward to your
continued support in the near future.
Sincerest thanks also goes to the Ministry of Education for the continual
support and to the IBTE team, I am thankful to be working with such a
competent, diligent and hard-working team.
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Congratulations on your graduation. I know
you all “BOLEH” do it and stop saying “INDA
BOLEH” You have had a great start, all the
best in the next phase of your journey.
Best regards and Wassalam.

Mr Karam Chand

Haji Rosdi Amin Bin Dato Paduka Haji Yaakub

development efforts of the
country.

My sincere and heartfelt
congratulations to all of you
who are graduating today… If
you want something you have
never had then you have got to
do something you have never
done. Never be satisfied with
what you achieve because it all
pales in comparison with what
you are capable of doing in
the future.

Mr Harald Gulaker
Project Director
Brunei Shell Petroleum ORMC
Aker Solutions

Aji Bin Haji Hitam
Energy Competency Industry
Brunei Shell Petroleum

The technological aspects of
your career will be a bright and
challenging one, and you must
quickly realise that learning is a
life-long process and to succeed,
you must always be 2 or
3 steps ahead. Heartiest
congratulations on your
graduation. Drive safe, Stay safe,
Think safe, Work Safe!

Congratulations on your graduation.
May all the skills and knowledge you
have acquired be the tools to your
successful career. Never stop learning.
Wishing you all the best in your future
endeavours.
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An interview with Siti Sarah Binti Haji Awang Yusop, Special Duties Officer Grade II, Industry
Competency Framework (ICF), Energy and Industry Department at the Prime Minister’s Office
(EIDPMO)

H. Zahir Hussain
Head of School
School of ICT
IBTE

Chief Executive Officer
Royal Brunei (RB)
IBTE Board of Governors Member

Acting Managing Director
TAIB
IBTE Board of Governors Member

Congratulations and best wishes to all
graduates, teachers and staff of IBTE! This is
a milestone achievement of your hard work.
Your certification is by no means an end;
this marks a beginning and opportunity to
demonstrate your innovative leadership and
ability to lead the socio-economic

Congratulations! Your graduation is a new beginning
to a brand new journey. Wishing you all
the success in your new endeavors. Keep up the good
work and continue to challenge yourself.

Industry
Competency
Framework
(ICF)

IBTE

Congratulations! You have
gone this far, it shows that
you have the capacity and
capability to grow and build
up your life with education
and experience. This is the
beginning of a long journey,
with strong courage and will,
you will overcome all challenges
with success, insya Allah.

Mr Terry Douglas
Jayasuriya CEng MIET
MIEE FSEng (TÜV)

Arriffin Rashidi
Head of Offshore
Surface Protective
Coating Maintenance OTE/4
Operations Turnaround
Excellence - OTE, BSP
Co Sdn Bhd

Head of Surface Engineering
& Projects Learning, Brunei
Shell Petroleum Company
Sdn Bhd, Brunei Asia-Pacific
Shell Learning Hub (BAPSLH)

Congratulations and I wish you the best for your future.
This is a beginning of a new journey for you to make a
positive difference in your life and the people around
you. I hope you will give the best in whatever you do
to contribute to the nation with the knowledge
you’ve obtained and continue to have passion to work
towards your personal growth.
Dk Siti Nor Fakhrina Binti Pg Samsu
Industry Competency Framework (ICF) Officer
Energy and Industry Department at the Prime Minister’s Office
(EIDPMO)

ICF students undergoing Industry Based Training

Can you explain how the ICF programmes (formerly known as EICF) were
started?
In July 2013 the Energy Industry Competency Framework (EICF) was launched in support of
Wawasan Brunei 2035 with the aim of developing well-educated and highly skilled people
while at the same time reducing the level of unemployment in the country. It is a strong
collaboration between EIDPMO, IBTE (MOE), JPKE, MOC and the Oil & Gas Industry.
Eight programs under ISQ and HNTec were implemented under Phase 1 and another three
programs under Phase 2. As well as this, five programs have been introduced under Brunei
Maritime Academy.
What are the objective(s) of the ICF programmes particularly the ISQ and HNTEC
programmes?

Take a moment to reflect on your
accomplishments and to prepare

for future opportunities

that lie ahead. Best of luck in
all your future endeavours.

Congratulations!
Continue to have the
desire to learn and
you will achieve

great things!

You all have reached extraordinary new heights of
intellect, talents, knowledge and skills embedded
within all of the various disciplines. I hope that you
take this milestone to reflect and be proud of all of your
achievements. Whatever future challenges you face,
I am confident our institute’s values of technical
and social experience will be the tools essential
to shaping your future and making
Brunei a better place. Well done.

Norjemee Bin Jenek

Dr Sheikh Lukman Bin Sheikh Abdul Hamid

Principal IBTE Satelite

Principal IBTE Central

With the success of graduation comes
bigger challenges and opportunities
in life. Face them both with

determination and
courage and gain a lot of

experiences along the way. Learning
every day is the key to success.
Warmest Congratulations Graduates!

Tahniah di atas pencapaian
kalian semua… ini adalah titik
mula menuju ke suatu arah
kehidupan yang mencabar bagi

mencapai kejayaan
yang lebih cemerlang.
Teruskan usaha semoga maju
kearah yang dituju.

Hajah Safrina Binti Pehin Dato Haji
Abd Rahman

Head of School
School of Energy & Engineering Central
IBTE

Manager
Group Corporate Communications
DST

Congratulations to all who
are graduating from IBTE
programmes. Let this be a
stepping stone for you all,
for the path to success is
dependent on yourself. As
someone said “the world is
your oyster”.

Grab opportunities
from every angle to better

Faiz Shahminan
Haji Lani Bin Abd Samad
Head of Internal Audit (FAU)
BSP Co Sdn Bhd

Congratulation graduates! Your parents must
be so proud of you, may Allah continue to give
you wisdom on your journey to face the real
challenges of life outside school. Life is about
continuous learning in whatever you do and
wherever life brings you. Have a blissful life
ahead.
A.Rahman Bin Haji Wahab
Human Resource Manager
Zainal Daud Sendirian Berhad

yourself.

Armi Durani Bin Durhman

ICF was developed with three objectives in mind:

Human Resource Manager
cum
Trainee Operation Manager
Sahid Sdn Bhd

ii. To close the gaps and align training providers with industry requirements; and
iii. To increase employability of locals by up-scaling the skills obtained to increase the number
of Bruneians working in the industry.
Therefore, the ISQ and HNTec programs were developed together with the industry to meet
their requirements in terms of producing job-ready skilled manpower.
How is ICF aligned to the national agenda and His Majesty’s government initiatives
particularly regarding the ‘Whole Nation Approach’?
ICF is aligned to one of the aims under the National Wawasan 2035, which is to produce well
educated and highly skilled Bruneians who can work in the industry. This framework is also
aimed at reducing the level of unemployment in the country. In order to achieve this, ICF is
working closely with the Manpower Policy and Planning Unit (MPPU) and striving to create a
strong platform for building competencies of Bruneians to increase their employability.
In addition to this, ICF is crosslinking industries in Brunei; it creates a strong bond and
collaboration between various government ministries and departments and industries for the
prosperity (kesejahteraan) of the nation and its people.

The
adventure
begins.

Congratulations on
your graduation!

i. To define the competencies required to perform jobs and roles in the workplace based on
industry manpower demands;

What are your future aspirations for ICF? And please share some words of wisdom
with our youth.
Our future aspiration is for ICF to be successfully implemented in other industries, not just in
Oil & Gas, via close and strong collaborations with other government agencies and stakeholders
which will ultimately be for the betterment of Brunei Darussalam socio-economically.
Zaitunah Binti Haji Kurus

Head of School
School of Agro-Technology & Applied Sciences
IBTE

To our youth out there who are contemplating their life’s purpose, helping the country to grow
should be one of your goals. Be sincere in everything you do, as this will sustain your passion.
Do not take opportunities for granted, appreciate them and strive to be better and prove to
people that locals can do it!

< Establishment of the Two
Network of Schools

FEATURE MILESTONES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

IBTE
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The Training Centres under IBTE have been
renamed along with the formation of the
Convocation
Two Network of Schools. The move is part
of strategic initiatives which aim to raise the
image of technical and vocational education
in Brunei Darussalam as an alternate career pathway. The
establishment of the Two Network of Schools is intended to
provide an effective and efficient management system for the
campuses under IBTE by facilitating the sharing of infrastructure
and human resources.

IBTE MILESTONES
Celebrating IBTE's key milestones and achievements over the past year

< Connecting with Stakeholders and
the Community

> Market Day for ISQ Fourth Cohort at
IBTE Mechanical Campus

IBTE conducted a one-day Connecting Stakeholders gathering
at the Institute For Leadership, Innovation & Advancement
(ILIA), UBD on 10th November 2015. Among the objectives of
the session were to share with the stakeholders the functions
and responsibilities of IBTE, to obtain input and feedback from
stakeholders concerning employment, to gather ideas from
stakeholders for the development of IBTE’s Strategic Plan for
2016 and to acquire stakeholders’ support for the development
of IBTE.

A Market Day was hosted by IBTE Mechanical Campus.
The three-day event involved 16 private companies whose
representatives set up booths at the Centre’s multipurpose hall
to promote themselves to the students of ISQ fourth cohort.
The ISQ students were interviewed by participating companies
that they were interested in and successful applicants were
awarded with a Conditional Offer of Employment.

< Opening of IBTE-YES Centre
IBTE has established the IBTE Youth Enterprise Services
(IBTE YES) Centre which aims to focus on competency-based
training linking learning to the real world setting. The centre
is operated as a real business organisation to ensure that the
students gain experience in areas such as entrepreneurship,
interpersonal skills, marketing, accounting, communication
and problem solving.

> ISO 9001 : 2008 Quality Management
System (QMS) Certification
IBTE was awarded the ISO 9001 : 2008 Quality Management
System (QMS) certification at a ceremony held at The Longhouse
Training Restaurant, IBTE Sultan Saiful Rijal Campus. IBTE
is the first post-secondary institution in Brunei Darussalam
to achieve this international standard shows its commitment
to producing highly skilled and employable graduates that
meet stakeholders’ expectation, by making improvements to
its processes and operations in order to ensure the quality of
graduates it produces.

> ‘Be Your Own Boss’ Business Forum

< IBTE Sultan Bolkiah Campus Now a
TWI Accredited Training Centre
The Fabrication & Welding (FNW) Section, Department of
Energy of IBTE Sultan Bolkiah Campus has been officially
recognised as a TWI Accredited Training Centre. The Welding
Institute (TWI) is one of the world’s leading professional
engineering institutions responsible for the professional
registration and certification of welding and joining personnel
worldwide. With this TWI certification, the FNW section will run
their programmes following the standards set by TWI.
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A forum on entrepreneurship targeting IBTE graduates was held
at DARe. The ‘Be Your Own Boss’ forum is an initiative by IBTE
and Brunei Shell Petroleum’s Head Education Competency
Academia, Awang Haji Lani bin Abd Samad in collaboration
with DARe to provide alternative employment opportunities
for graduates upon completion of their studies. Among those
invited to give talks during the forum were representatives from
Askmee Enterprise, LiveWire Brunei and Brunei Halal.

< ‘Jalinan Kasih’ Charity Project by IBTE
Nakhoda Ragam Campus
A total of five families from Brunei-Muara District residing in
Kg Lambak, Kg Rimba, Kg Pintu Malim dan Kg Salambigar
were selected to receive donations from IBTE. The families
were visited by the IBTE delegation consisting of MIB teachers
and committee members of the social body of IBTE Nakhoda
Ragam Campus. The objective of the charity project is to
strengthen ties between citizens, IBTE and the community
while at the same time creating a caring society.

ALUMNI Md Zulfadli HAjI Md Sofian

ALUMNI Siti Umi Amirah Binti Haji Ra’emi Maleek

IBTE ALUMNI 2016

Siti Umi Amirah Binti Haji Ra’emi Maleek
Education Officer
BDTVEC National Diploma in Travel and Tourism
Service
Attended IBTE: 2009 to 2011

BDTVEC National Diploma in Fisheries Studies
Attended IBTE: 2009 to 2012

A curious mind, a firm belief in her field and an
enthusiasm for imparting knowledge is what drives
Siti Umi Amirah Binti Haji Ra’emi Maleek to keep
inspiring her students.

Md Zulfadli Haji Md Sofian has built his customised
aquarium manufacturing business on a solid
foundation of commitment, creativity and skill.

enjoying my job! I am passionate about what I teach and my modules
include Tourism Industry, Management Principles, Customer Service,
Introduction to Hospitaltity and National Heritage. I am especially
keen about the latter subject and enjoy taking my students on field
trips to local museums. As an Education Officer I also get to share my
knowledge and experiences with my students and in turn they get to
share their ideas and opinions with me. I am also fortunate that many
of the teachers who taught me when I attended IBTE are still here to
guide, advice and support me. I am happy to be able to make a positive

My student days were very active and rewarding. I was President of the

completing the fisheries course at IBTE I decided to turn this hobby

that most shops in Brunei sold ready-made aquariums. I wanted to

been teaching for nearly a year now. I have to say, that I am really

How did your training at IBTE help to prepare you for
your current role?

Photo courtesy of Zulfadli Sofian

I collected fish as a hobby during my childhood years. After

up with the idea of making customised aquariums because I realised

job as an Education Officer. I gratefully accepted this offer and have

contribution to the current students at IBTE!

How did you get the idea to start your business?

into the food industry, I decided to think outside of the box. I came
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Md Zulfadli HAjI Md Sofian
Owner of Aqua Dec Enterprise

into a business. In 2011, instead of following the crowd and going

IBTE

Student Council (2010-2011) and I took part in many public speaking
give customers the opportunity to buy one-of-a-kind aquariums in

and debating competitions – this all helped to build my confidence and

different sizes and styles - that’s how Aqua Tec Enterprise was started.

to develop my communication and leadership skills. These are a few

In the beginning I made aquariums out of used glass because I had

of the fundamental skills which I now use every day in the classroom

a small budget. Eventually I saved up and learnt more about cutting

to engage and encourage students to learn. But my most memorable

glass from the internet and since then I have made over 300 tanks, the

experience at IBTE was my six month attachment at the Brunei Tourism

biggest one being 8’x3’ which I made for a company. I am currently

Board, Ministry of Primary Resources and Tourism. This is where I

collaborating with a new shop in Tungku called Aqua Blue Lifestyle

gained a clear and realistic insight into the various aspects related to

and making customised aquariums for their customers.

Photo courtesy of Siti Umi Amirah

What role did your training and education at IBTE play
in helping you to establish your own business?

I found that the Fisheries course at IBTE was a very enjoyable and

marketing Bruneian products. Alhamdulillah, all my hard
work as a student plus the knowledge
imparted by my teachers earned me an

Why did you choose tourism as your field of study?

outstanding result of GPA 2.9 out of
3 in my National Diploma. At IBTE,

worthwhile experience. I gained a lot of practical experience in

I’ve travelled extensively with my family and always enjoyed learning

as someone who loves reading and

fisheries studies together with an understanding of how to start,

about new cultures and meeting different people. Whenever I visit a new

researching I was encouraged to

manage and market my business. Besides giving me support and

country I am always very interested to find out how the country markets

excel and to become a lifelong

advice, the Principal and teachers at IBTE also helped me to advertise

itself in order to attract tourists. I try to learn about new strategies which

learner – and now, I encourage

my products to the public. This publicity was invaluable as it helped

can also be implemented in Brunei Darussalam because I believe that

my students to do the same! I

to get my business off the ground. Today my customers include

our country has a lot to offer tourists and so I’m always keen to discover

aim to pursue my Masters

both individuals and companies, who enjoy the beauty and benefits

new ways of increasing the number of tourists to Brunei Darussalam.

in Tourism in the future.

of having their own customised aquarium. In terms of the future, I

Thanks to the Government of His Majesty the Sultan and Yang Di-

intend to use the knowledge gained from one of my favourite subjects,

Pertuan Negara Brunei Darussalam, I was granted a scholarship to

Aquatic Animal Health to eventually expand my business to include

pursue my Degree in International Tourism Marketing Management

ornamental fish breeding. I hope that I will someday be able to export

at Cardiff Metropolitan University, United Kingdom. This opportunity

fish to countries in the region.

was invaluable as I gained more in-depth knowledge about tourism.
In fact, the subject of my dissertation (A Case Study of Independent

What advice would you give to students who are thinking
about following your career path?
I believe that Brunei definitely needs more young people to come up
with different kinds of business ideas in order to develop the economy.
I think that no matter which career path you choose to follow you
should be confident; learn as much as you can about your chosen filed;
work hard and be able to manage your time efficiently. What is also
important, is if you are making a product you need to maintain high
standards and to keep the prices affordable in order to successfully
compete in the market.
For more info: Instagram: @aquadec

Tour Operators in Brunei Darussalam) enabled me to advise local tour
operators about how to use social media more effectively to help boost
tourism. I’m committed to helping to develop this field as I firmly believe
that we have a bright future ahead if we can find new ways to further
improve the tourist industry in Brunei Darussalam.

As a former IBTE student how does it feel to now be in the
role of Education Officer, tell us more about this.
When I returned to Brunei Darussalam after graduating from University
with First Class Honours, my former school called and offered me a

ALUMNI HAjAh Norbasirah BINTI HAjI Metussin

ALUMNI Zamri Bin Mohamad

Hajah Norbasirah Binti Haji Metussin
Owner of Arisya Dhaniyah Bridal Boutique & Des Star
Company

Zamri Bin Mohamad
BDTVEC National Diploma in Fisheries
Attended IBTE: 2011 to 2013
Zamri Bin Mohamad is a young and motivated
entrepreneur who is working hard for his success.
At only 23 years old, Zamri has already built a
thriving fisheries business.

Courage, conviction and a diligent work ethic is what
motivated Hajah Norbasirah Binti Haji Metussin – a
mother of three young children to start her own
businesses.
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Owner of SEASTAR Company

BDTVEC National Diploma in Secretarial Studies
Attended IBTE: 2005 to 2008

IBTE

more realistic understanding of the industry. I also have to say that the
instructors really helped to keep me motivated - for example, Cikgu
Zaitunah and Cikgu Hajah Maznah were very supportive and willing
to give me advice even after I graduated from IBTE. I believe that any
student who chooses to study at IBTE will get the right knowledge and
technical training to help them become successful entrepreneurs. All
that the student has to do is be determined to focus and work hard.

What are the main challenges you’ve faced along the
way?
One of the main challenges that I’ve faced since setting up my business

How did you get the idea to start your business?

is competition from other fish farmers. But this is natural and it’s good
Photo courtesy of Hajah Norbasirah

When I was younger I always had an ambition to one day own a
business. After completing my course at IBTE, I worked for two years
with BIBD and then for one year with the Ministry of Finance. During

because it forced me to think of new ways to market my fish. For
instance, now I have decided to start farming different varieties of fish
like Giant Trevalley.

What role did your training and education at IBTE play

that time I gained experience, knowledge and made connections with

in helping you to establish your own business?

many people. Eventually I thought, “Why not start my own business

The approach to teaching at IBTE is to make students better

and work for myself?” So in 2012, I started Des Star Company. I deal

businessmen and businesswomen in the real world, and the teachers

with real estate and my job includes organising and arranging car and

and classes definitely helped me from a practical perspective. I was able

home insurances and liaising with lawyers and contractors. Then in

to get a much better understanding of the professional business world. I

2013, I came up with another business idea of starting a boutique,

definitely gained all of the essential knowledge that I needed to start and

which also offers wedding planning services. My bridal boutique is

manage my own business. Each of my instructors were instrumental in

a one stop shop which offers couples services such as designing and

guiding and motivating me. However, two instructors who stand out

setting up their wedding dais, customising bridal gowns and groom

in my memory are Cikgu Iswandi who taught Marketing and Cikgu

suits, and making wedding gifts – all at affordable prices. As a mother

Hajah Zaiton who taught Management and Secretarial Studies. I still

of three young children – six years, three years and three months old, I

remember listening attentively to Cikgu Iswandi’s explanations about

believe that owning and managing both businesses works well for me

business strategies and he also gave examples of case studies which

because it gives me flexibility. I’m proud and happy to be a working

gave a clearer understanding of how different businesses work; and

mother – I put effort and hard work into a job that I am passionate

from Cikgu Hajah Zaiton I learnt short-hand, typing, the importance

about, to support my family.

of time management and other organisational skills which now help
me to run my businesses efficiently. At IBTE, the instructors take great
pride in their students and their work and recognise that their student’s
success is also their success.

What advice would you give to students who are thinking
about following your career path?
It’s not easy to manage your own business, there are challenges but you
cannot be afraid. You have to be determined to work hard to overcome
them. For example, as a Wedding Planner I need to carefully listen
to my clients’ expectations and be willing to work round the clock to
make sure that they get exactly what they want. Sometimes that means
going the extra mile, but I know that satisfied customers are great for
business! I believe that where there is a will, there will always be a
way! Young people today just need to be brave and come up with new
business ideas instead of relying on government jobs. Students who
want to start their own business need to firstly gain experience working
in other businesses; and they can then use their knowledge and
experience to establish their own companies. What is most important,
is that they remember to pray every day and this is something that
really helps me.

For more info: Visit www.facebook.com/ArisyaDhaniyahBridal

What advice would you give to students who are thinking
about following your career path?
My advice to students who are interested in becoming entrepreneurs is
to seek guidance from those in your chosen field who have experience.
Put all your effort into learning as much as you can about your field
and also be aware of the difficulties and risks. But most importantly,
you must really be willing to work hard to achieve your goals!

What are your future plans?
Eventually I want to expand
my business from 80 units
Photo courtesy of Zamri bin Mohamad

to 100 units, hire staff and
hopefully one day be

How did you get the idea to start your business?
My passion for fishing started when I was very young. My father was a
fisherman so I was very involved with fishing as a hobby. I learnt a lot
from him and gradually developed a keen interest in the industry. Later
on, I decided that I wanted to gain a more in depth knowledge about
fishing with the aim of establishing my own small business. I’m proud to
say that in 2015 I achieved my goal – I started my own company called
SEASTAR.

What role did your training and education at IBTE play in
helping you to establish your own business?
I spent two and a half years at IBTE doing my National Diploma in
Fisheries. I believe that the education that I got at IBTE prepared me
for my future by focusing on all aspects of the fishing industry. It gave
me the opportunity to learn everything I needed to know, for example I
learnt about topics such as the behaviour of fish, nutrition and diseases.
I also learnt how to manage my own business and how to sell fish on the
local market. Besides providing the theoretical knowledge, IBTE also has
all of the relevant resources and equipment that made learning about
this field more interesting. While at IBTE I also got a chance to visit
companies with fish cages and this gave me a chance to get a better and
For more info call +673 828 5538

able to export my fish
to countries around
the region.

ALUMNI Kevin mok
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Kevin Mok
Founder of bruneiusedcars.blogspot.com & Owner of
Motorcity Sdn Bhd

What role did your training and education at IBTE play

BDTVEC National Diploma in Business and Finance
Attended IBTE: 2006 to 2009

of buying a Subaru Impreza WRX STI. I believe that studying at IBTE

in helping you to establish your own business?

As a young man I had a keen interest in cars and had always dreamt
helped me to turn my interest into a viable and successful car business,
and it also enabled me to become the life-long learner that I am today.

Kevin Mok is a young entrepreneur who is prepared to
make the most of every opportunity in order to make
his car dealership successful.
How did you get the idea to start your business?

The business course at IBTE was very challenging, but it gave me a
sound understanding about the field of business and also taught me
how to work as part of a team. This was very important as I learnt
how to accept and value other people’s ideas and opinions. I also did
a six month internship while I was at IBTE and this was an invaluable
experience as it helped me to further develop as a business professional.

After graduating from high school in 2005, I managed to get a part-

I would definitely encourage students to study at IBTE because it offers

time job at an interior design company. While I was there I took the

a wide range of courses; experienced instructors; great facilities and

opportunity to learn about every aspect of the business from accounting

lots of social activities. It’s the full package right here at home!

and administration to marketing and sales. My boss at that time, Mr.
learn as much as I could about how the business worked. After this

What advice would you give to students who are thinking
about following your career path?

work experience I decided to do a Pre-National Diploma in Business

First and foremost, you need to be willing to make sacrifices, learn

Ng was very instrumental in encouraging me to be disciplined and to

and Finance followed by a National Diploma in Business and Finance
at IBTE. I also worked part-time at a Cineplex, at Pad Motors and
at a bank. These jobs taught me more about customer service; about
different types of cars; and about financial services like loans. I also
gained more confidence in myself as a salesperson. In those days, I
worked hard, saved my money and focused on learning everything that
I could. Then in 2007, I started an online business selling used cars.
And in 2010, I started another business selling luxury cars together
with car parts and accessories. Since then, I have been concentrating
on finding the right strategies to develop my business.

For more info: Visit bruneiusedcars.blogspot.com

continuously and work tirelessly. If you are thinking about going into
any type of business you should have an in-depth knowledge about your
products so that you can give accurate information to your customers.
You should also believe in what you are selling, your product should be
beneficial to your customers. Furthermore, always treat every customer
with courtesy and respect; seize every opportunity to learn something
new; and most importantly, don’t be afraid to think big!

FEATURED STUDENT

ABDUL ADIB BIN HAJI JUDIN

IBTE STUDENT
FEATURE
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th
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ABDUL ADIB BIN HAJI JUDIN
ISQ in Heavy Vehicle Driver
One of IBTE 24th Convocation Best Student Award
Recipients

may take more time to implement the procedures, it is worth doing. In

Focusing on a new journey

challenge! I am really grateful that I had the opportunity to attend

Prior to starting his ISQ in Heavy Vehicle Driver at IBTE and Youth

rewarding in every way. I now feel confident that I have chosen the

Development Centre, Abdul Adib Bin Haji Judin went from having
a secure five year career working for the Government, to owning

terms of instructors, one person who stands out in my memory from
IBTE is Cikgu Zaharuddin. Even though he was a few years younger
than me, he showed me that age was not important to learning and
he encouraged me to continue learning and to never be afraid of a
IBTE because this gave me a second chance to find a career that is very
right path for me!

a thriving construction business and having a happy relationship

What do you hope to achieve in the future?

- to losing everything. Starting from zero in both his professional

Right now I’m really enjoying my job at Aziz Latif & Company and my

and personal life took him to a very dark place. He wondered if he’d

goal is to become a Tanker Driver by next month and maybe one day

ever be able to rebuild his life. But as he explained, “My mother was

become a Transport Safety Officer. I also want to continue being a good

a great source of inspiration and motivation during this challenging

son, a good friend and one day, a good husband! I intend to continue

time. When I discovered the Heavy Vehicle Driver course at IBTE, my

working hard and doing my best.

mother encouraged me to do it and from the time I started the course,
I knew that I had found a new career path that was better for me – one
that I was passionate about and one that I would really enjoy!”
Adib was able to take some time off work to do a short interview.
Below is an extract from our conversation with him which we hope
will encourage and inspire you.

What motivated you to continue learning and to do your
best?

When my life was perfect, I had a job and was making good money. But
when I lost everything and went through many hardships, I realised
that money was not everything. I remember thinking that if I ever got
a chance to start all over again, I would put money second and make
passion for my job my first priority. When I started doing the course at
IBTE I immediately knew that this was something that I was interested
in and I was eager to learn everything that I could about it. Then I made
it my mission to excel far beyond any obstacles placed in my way.

What was your experience at IBTE like and what did you
enjoy most about it?

At IBTE, the course taught me everything that I needed to know in
order to become an efficient and reliable driver. Being a driver is not
like any of the jobs that I had previously. There’s no sitting in an airconditioned office doing work, I have to be up early every day and be
prepared to do physical work. The knowledge that I gained at IBTE
is instrumental to me now. When I look back, one of my favourite
subjects was Health, Safety and Environment. This subject gave me a
thorough understanding of how important safety is and even though it

How do you think you can contribute to Brunei?
I would like to thank His Majesty's government, especially the joint
effort between EIDPMO, MOE, Youth Development Centre (MCYS)
and oil & gas industry for developing a platform for Bruneian youths
by giving them the opportunity to excel in life through the ICF
programme. I believe that I can contribute to my country by not
relying on the Government to provide work for me. I can contribute
more by continuing to work hard and by doing my best in my role as a
Heavy Vehicle Driver in the private sector.
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What does your dream look like?
Just take a few moments to think about this question.
Whether you dream of having a career that gives you fame and fortune,
taking a selfie at the Eiffel Tower, competing in the Olympics or changing the
world, few people in life are ever “lucky” enough to realise their dreams.
Perhaps a dream is called a dream simply because it is fun to imagine but at
the same time, easily dismissed as a fantasy? If so, this would explain why so
often the idea and the meaning of the word ‘dream’ is not viewed with the
importance that it rightly deserves.
What if there was a way to make your dreams come true?
In this issue, we spoke to the three Bruneian Olympians who represented the
country at the Rio 2016 Games. All three of them had their dreams come true
but achieving such a goal cannot be attributed to luck alone. Their dreams
became reality because of their sacrifices, determination and relentless hard
work.
As we deconstructed the stories of successful people in this issue, and in
many of our past issues, we realised that what set them apart was their
absolute devotion to their dreams. These are the people who are not afraid
to be ridiculed about what they imagine; and who have the courage to take
action to make their dreams come true.
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E: shaun@catalyst.com.bn
T: 223 3630
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK!
www.facebook.com/InspireBrunei
www.facebook.com/InspireLivingBrunei
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For dreams to come true there needs to be action, discipline and strategy as
well as the wisdom to choose the right development tools. In this hypercompetitive environment, for some, further education is not only an essential
tool but also a prerequisite in order to pursue their dreams. This is why we
have dedicated an entire section of this issue to the topic of Further Education
- to help students fulfill their dreams by making the right career choices.
In an interview on Chinese television, Hong Kong leading actor Chow Yun
Fat was asked by a student in the audience to give some advice about the
future of the entertainment industry in Asia. Chow responded that what he is
afraid of, isn’t whether or not young people are willing to dream, but how big
they are willing to dream. He added, in order to have any chance of survival,
the next generation must be willing to take risks and challenge the limits of
their imaginations. He cited fierce competition and the advance of innovative
environments in Hollywood.
On this note, let us remind ourselves that a borderless economy is no longer a
future fantasy but a reality today.

Best Regards
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FOCUSING LIFE INSURANCE WITH AIA

Is it time to relax and enjoy to
the fruits of your labour?

Early retirement

advantage of retiring late in life is that you do not need

For many of us, this means leaving the world of work
behind between the ages of 50 and 55. The biggest
benefit of retiring early is that it provides us with
more time to pursue hobbies and to enjoy the “fruits

Retiring from work is a very personal matter. It’s a decision that can have a long and

of our labour”. Even at age 55, you may have worked

lasting effect on your lifestyle. Therefore it’s important to carefully consider both the

hard for 30 or more years, and you may think that it’s

advantages and disadvantages of “when is the best time” for you to retire. For example,
you could make detailed retirement plans and adhere to them for 20 years, only to have

time to relax and enjoy yourself after spending all of
those stressful hours in the workplace. However, the
downside to retiring early is that you have less time to

to incur your living expenses with your retirement
fund. The additional years of employment mean not
only additional current income, but also the chance to
continue contributing to your retirement fund. Working
until later in life also reduces the number of years that
savings in your fund must last, thus raising the amount
of income that can be drawn from the portfolio.

Planning is needed for a successful
retirement

sudden health problems cut our retirement years short or turn your dreams of retiring into

accumulate retirement benefits. You will need to save

a nightmare. On the other hand, if all goes well you could live a very full and rewarding life

more each year to make this a reality and your income

It’s worth remembering that good retirement planning is

in retirement. So the question is, when should you retire? Most people usually consider

will have to last longer if you retire early. The challenge

not just about your immediate living expenses, but the

with retiring early is that you’ll need more money in your

potential long-term costs too. We are living longer and

retirement accounts, and there is a shorter timeframe

healthier lives, so it pays to think about the costs you

to accumulate that money.

may experience in later years. In Brunei, the average

one of these three options: Early Retirement; Retiring “On Time” or Late Retirement. Here
are few points to think about with regards to each option.

life expectancy for a 65-year-old man is about 11 more

Retiring “On Time”
The usual retirement age is between age 55 and
60. The biggest benefit of retiring on time is that if
all goes well, it will give you adequate time to enjoy
a healthy and fulfilling retirement. Other benefits of
retiring on time include: having more time to create a
substantial retirement fund; and putting money aside
for retirement will be less painful as you watch the
power of compounding interest grow your funds.

Retiring Later in Life
If you choose to remain in the workplace past the age
of 60-65 you will probably be doing so because you
either enjoy what you do for a living or you cannot
afford to retire. You see maintaining a productive role
in your company and having daily interactions with

years, and 14 more years for a woman. But these are
just averages that do not take account of individual
circumstances – you may live for much longer. At AIA
their team of professionals will give you the right advice
and information required to help you start planning to
enjoy and make the most of your retirement years.
AIA aims to help you find an investment approach that fits your financial
goal and risk appetite by combining innovative products with expert
advice. AIA understands that each of you have unique financial goals,
therefore AIA has designed a line of investment linked plans that offer
you smart solutions to satisfy your portfolio needs by delivering consistent
performance. Investment linked plans offer you the opportunity to
participate in investment opportunities while ensuring you have financial
protection through life insurance. You can benefit from investment
opportunities in developed and emerging markets, and in different ranges
of risk/return profiles.

your co-workers as important benefits. The biggest
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This advice on family living is made possible with support from

FACE TO FACE WITH DATO TIMOTHY ONG

PASSION VS REALITY
Do you think that young people should

be making choices without regard for

find a job that they are passionate about?

the implications. If you are ready for the

Or bring passion to their workplace?

implications and devote yourself to your
passion, fine. But you need to do it with
your eyes open.

career without talking about making a
living is for most people, not realistic. It is

So how does a person put himself or

very hard to be happy in poverty or when

herself in the best position to succeed?

you have very little. At the same time, it is
also not very healthy either, if you are in a
job that you simply don’t enjoy and your
heart lies elsewhere.
However, I think it is important to accept
that sometimes in life we will not always
find a job that we are passionate about,
but we should still do it with gusto or
passion - and you should put spirit into it.
That doesn’t mean that we should give up
on chasing our dreams or stop pursuing
our passion. If you want to pursue your
passion but your passion takes you to
a difficult situation in life, you must be

I think the approach should be to find
something in life that you have a fighting
chance to get into, and go for it! There is
this concept called “flow”, it is when you
do something, and time seems to stand
still for you. When your passion and ability
aligns, you are in a state of flow. If you
have a passion for music, for example,
and at the same time, you have a talent
for it – you are in a state of flow. However,
it doesn’t quite make sense to pursue a
career in music no matter how passionate
you are, if your talent is simply not there.
What is your dream?

prepared for the consequences. A safer
approach may be to prioritise making a
living first, while pursuing your passion
in whatever way you can after doing this.
Now, this is not a very inspiring piece of
advice but sometimes, the fairytale idea
of success is most of the time, a fairytale.
Sometimes you go to conferences and
you listen to Ted Talks, it can be uplifting,
but we also have to recognise that the
reality may not always be like that.
For example, while you are writing your
great novel, you will still need to put food
on the table and therefore you may need
to take on a second job as a teacher, or do
whatever it takes for you to survive. And
you’d also have to accept the fact that,
at least in the beginning, you would have

My dream is to be a thought leader. To be
someone who can influence in a positive
way how people think about themselves
and how people think about the world
usually on current issues. When I first
started my career the last thing on my
mind was getting into business. When I
was young I had friends around me who
were natural business people that started
buying stamps and making money selling
them at a higher price to other kids.
But I was never one of them. In many
respects, I don’t see myself as a natural
businessman. However, I recognised early
in my career that financial independence
and financial success are important to the
life I want to live in order to be a thought
leader. So I have devoted part of my life
to doing business in order to pursue my
passion.
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to forgo the expectation or desire to live
in a nice neighborhood, buy nice clothes

As the world is evolving so quickly, what

and so on because there are many factors

we learn in school often has little relevance

outside of your control that can determine

when students step into the workforce.

your success regardless of your ability.

As parents and educators, how do we

There is no magic book that says you
should choose this or that. Folly would

prepare the next generation to compete in
the global market space?

Lang Lang, world renowned concert
pianist who has performed with leading orchestras in Europe, the United
States and his native China.

Part of the discussion would revolve
around the new ways of educating
kids. There’s a lot of discussion now
on moving away from the classroom to
experiential learning or learning online.
However, I am more interested in
curriculums that are not taught in many
schools, which I consider as life skills.

Photography by Detlef Schneider

Communication / Negotiations / Public
Speaking
How do you get to a common solution
when you have two different opinions?
Mindfulness
We live in a world where most kids are
distracted with their devices. How do we
keep them focused?

That said, I also recognise the value of
traditional disciplines (taught in school)
as they empower and help us to advance
in our career. For example, the ability
to write well is a key skill and so is the
ability to work with numbers. You would
be surprised by the number of young
graduates today who are not able to do
these basic requirements.

required and that certainly cannot be done
through YouTube. In fact, for anything
in life, to be great, there’s no quick fix.
Traditional education still has an important
role to play, as you need to build a strong
foundation before you can fly.

In my opinion, life skills include:
Positive Psychology or Resiliency
Looking at the world and life in an
optimistic manner. How do we teach
kids to have the perspective that no
matter how tough things are, the future
can be better?
Financial Literacy
Whether you consider money to be
important or not, many kids grow up not
understanding how money works.

And then, there is also the growing
importance of Social Skills that are
disappearing with our increasing reliance
on technology.
This is why we continue to be a little
surprised (which we shouldn’t be), by
the people who go on to succeed in
life despite not being “academically
successful” because they possess the
necessary life skills that put them ahead.

In saying that, are you referring to the
YouTube generation?
Kids today learn so much from Youtube,
from hair colouring to makeup, you name
it. While this revolutionary advancement
has significantly shifted the way we learn
things and consume information; the
danger is when you are tempted to think
that everything can be learnt instantly. To
be any good at all, hours of practice is

Dato Timothy Ong
is a leading Brunei
businessman and
the Chairman of
Asia Inc Forum.
He is also an acclaimed facilitator of
business and public policy dialogue
in ASEAN and beyond. He served
as the Acting Chairman of the Brunei
Economic Development Board
(BEDB), Brunei’s leading economic
agency from 2005 to 2010.
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To talk about pursuing passion in your

"We will not
always be handed
a job that we are
passionate about,
but we should still
do it with gusto...
and you should put
spirit into it."

WHATSAPP INTERVIEWS

DST COM 3G

DST COM 3G

Stephen Chin

You are a psychologist by training and are also a teacher. How
does your training help you in your role as a teacher?
I personally believe that having a background in Psychology is a huge advantage for
jobs that involve communication and social interactions such as teaching. Psychology
has taught me to be perceptive and analytical about most situations and people that
I encounter. So it definitely helps me to be more mindful of the different attitudes,
personalities and learning styles within the classroom - therefore allowing me to be
more objective towards my students rather than giving them labels. Psychology has also
taught me that every student is capable of achieving success, but the way to achieve
that success is different for each individual, and that ‘success’ can be in many different
forms (i.e. not just getting good grades in exams).
You are an active volunteer in a number of NGOs. What drives your passion in this area?
I’m currently an active member of SCOT and Global Shapers BSB Hub. I also freelance
for Hub-b-beez Daycare as a Marketing Executive & Web Editor. What drives my passion
for volunteering is the purpose behind it and the rewards that it gives – helping to change
other people’s lives and making them happier. I believe in the saying “Treat people
how you want to be treated”. It always touches me whenever people offer to help me
unconditionally, and I hope to make others feel the same way too. “People will forget
what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you
made them feel.” - Maya Angelou.
How do you manage to juggle so many different commitments?
For me, it’s a matter of setting my priorities, keeping record of the important dates in my
diary, and making time for work, social life, as well as ‘me-time’ at the end of every day.
When you make your commitments your passion, you’ll make time for them. As one of
the panellists from one of the forums i’ve attended, Kuhan Pathy said, “There is always
time for passion.”
What would a dream come true mean to you?
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A dream come true for a teacher like me
would be to witness a future generation
that possess grit and one that is constantly
hungry for knowledge and success, so that
they can become people who are beneficial
not only to themselves, but also to their
families, other people, the nation and even
to the world.

The “Dream Project” which you started brings people together regularly to
share their aspirations and dreams. Why did you start the Dream Project?
The Dream Project started as a personal response to the economical and social challenges
in Brunei. I wanted to contribute to my country in some way, hence I came up with the Dream
Project. We wanted to help people to dream for their future, and turn each dream into a project.
Do you believe that one person alone can make a difference?
Yes, most definitely. I believe that one person can make a difference. At least
one person can initiate the difference that everyone is hoping for. However, it
takes a team to make a huge impact
Why is it important to dream?
I believe that dreams allow us to see what isn’t there. It inspires hope in us. And hope is a
powerful thing because it helps us to move forward even when the situation seems impossible.
Dreams bring us into a realm of imagination and there we have full control of what can be our
reality.
Everything that was ever made, every invention created and every innovative
idea realised all began with a dream. Dreams are revolutionary... they have the
power to change the world.
If having dreams is so important, why do so many people stop dreaming when they “grow up”?
People often believe that dreaming is childish, impractical and serves very little purpose.
Dreams, some have said to me, are irrational, naive and unreal. I suppose, they equate
dreaming with fantasies. Maybe many stop dreaming because they fear being ridiculed for
doing so.
How would you encourage one to start dreaming again?
1. Faith - “Faith is the confidence that what we
hope for will actually happen; it gives us assurance
about things we cannot see.” It is seeing not with
natural eyes but with the mind and soul.
2. Calling - You should not see your dream merely
as a thought or hopeful thinking. Your dream is
a compulsion; a calling. You are both owned by
the dream and you have owned it. Hence, you will
pursue it.
3. Conviction - You must have a strong belief in the
dream and are committed to it until it is a reality or
something new (better which improves the dream)
comes along.
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Salimatul Saleh

INTRODUCTION FURTHER EDUCATION

FURTHER
EDUCATION
Why it is more important than ever

In an increasingly knowledge-driven world, more and
more people are seeking further education as the
hope for a better future; the key to good jobs and
careers and to having fulfilling lives. Many jobs now
require employees to be extraordinary. The employers are looking for the most competent, most
creative, and most innovative people – those who are equipped and ready to make contributions to
the growth and development of businesses and industries. With these requirements becoming more
commonplace in order to get jobs, the challenge for universities and further education institutions
is to provide students with the knowledge and range of skills which will enable them to function
effectively in a competitive market while also making a positive impact in their working environment.
Choosing the right university or vocational college can therefore be life-shaping, hence we decided
to focus on further education options in this issue. We recognise that deciding on which university/
vocational college to go to or which course to choose can be quite daunting for many people.
Parents and students need to take many factors into consideration such as the reputation of the
institution; courses available and entry requirements; costs involved; and the suitability of the living
environment. To help students who are thinking about pursuing further education or vocational
training, we’ve complied a list of universities and educational institutions, available locally. We have
also provided information about studying in the US, UK, France and Australia.
We recognise that today’s students want to be challenged and inspired by their learning. They have
high expectations from their educators. So if you’re a student we hope that this segment will help
you to make the best decisions for your future. After all, it is the choices that you make today which
will inspire others, and keep us also aspiring to become a “society of learning” - one in which men
and women, young and old - will always be absorbed in life-long learning which will empower and
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enrich our country.

FEATURE

PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS

Graduate Programmes
UNISSA offers Master of Madzhab Shafi’e, Master of Islamic
Banking And Finance, Master of Law, Master of History And
Islamic Civilisation, Master of Shariah, Master of Arabic Language,
Master of Usuluddin, Doctor of Philosophy in History And Islamic
Civilisation, Doctor of Philosophy in Shariah, Doctor of Philosophy
in Arabic Language and Doctor of Philosophy in Usuluddin.

Higher
Learning
in Brunei

In the News
A Halalan Tayyiban Industry’ international seminar has been aimed
towards introducing UNISSA as a Halalan Tayyiban product and
services research centre that may stand as the most reliable
research centre at an international level.

Simpang 347, Jalan Pasar Baharu, Gadong,
Bandar Seri Begawan BE1310
www.unissa.edu.bn

What Are Your Options?
When it comes to higher education in Brunei, there
are a diverse range of possibilities. The system is
made up of universities and other institutions that
play a crucial role in promoting innovation, driving
productivity and giving students the relevant skills
they need for future success. In this section, we take
a look at the various further educational institutions
which are committed to providing Bruneian students
with excellent academic and vocational training; and
to making sure that they are well-prepared for the
world of work.

+673 246 2000

Institute of Brunei
Technical Education
(IBTE)

ABOUT
IBTE is a post-secondary institution providing technical and vocational
education in Brunei. IBTE was created in 2014 from the merger of the
Department of Technical Education and seven technical and vocational
schools nationwide.

MISSION
“To produce highly skilled and employable graduates that meet
stakeholders’ expectation through holistic learning environment.”

Undergraduate PROGRAMMES
There are 50 programmes across IBTE’s seven campuses, offering
qualifications from Level 2 Certificates up to Level 5 Diplomas under
their schools: School of Aviation, School of Hospitality and Tourism,
School of Information and Communication Technology, School of
Building Technology Services, School of Energy and Engineering
Central, School of Business, Brunei Maritime Academy, School of
Agro-Technology and Applied Sciences.

In the News

PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS

Universiti
Teknologi Brunei
(UTB)

IBTE has undergone a recent formation of the Two Network of
Schools to provide an effective and efficient management system
for the campuses under IBTE as well as facilitating the sharing of
infrastructure & human resources.

ABOUT
In the News
UBD will be collaborating with the Asia Professional Education
Network-Japan ASEAN Integration Fund (APEN-JAIF) to study how
education systems can support the growth of small and medium
enterprises (SMEs)

UTB is an engineering and technology university that specialises in
the niche areas of engineering, business and computing. UTB was
established as a higher learning institution in 1986 and is currently home
to around 2,273 students and 140 faculty members. UTB has produced
4,483 HND graduates and 128 degree graduates.

Simpang 347, Jalan Pasar Baharu, Gadong,
Bandar Seri Begawan BE1310
ibte.edu.bn
+673 242 5555

MISSION

(UBD)

Jalan Tungku Link, Bandar Seri Begawan BE1410
www.ubd.edu.bn
+673 246 3001

ABOUT
UBD is emerging as one of the leading institutions of higher
education in Asia. It was established in 1985 and since then, UBD
has seen an increase in the number of graduates; the introduction
of new academic programmes; the enhancement of infrastructure;
and the development of graduate studies.

MISSION
“To develop the individual and society as a whole through the
cultivation and enrichment of the intellect, faith and culture,
accomplished through the creation of an environment conducive
to achieving excellence in teaching, learning, research, scholarship,
public service and professional practice.”

Undergraduate PROGRAMMES
Under the GenNEXT undergraduate degrees programme, UBD
offers Bachelor of Business, Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of
Health Science, Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Engineering. These
degrees are broad-based, learner-centric and multidisciplinary with
the added implementation of a Discovery Year in the 3rd year.
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Graduate Programmes
UBD offers Masters by coursework or by research and PhD Graduate
programmes in the following disciplines: Islamic Civilisation and
Contemporary Issues, Islamic Banking and Finance, Education,
Energy Studies, Computing and New Media, Crop Science, Primary
Health Care, Brunei Studies, Malay Language and Linguistik, Art,
Professional Communication and Media.

Universiti Islam
Sultan Sharif Ali
(UNISSA)

ABOUT
UNISSA offers well-designed tertiary programmes at undergraduate
level founded in Islam, as part of a comprehensive educational
system to produce ‘ulama, Muslim scholars and other human
resources who are high-spirited, well-balanced, professional,
knowledgeable, respectful and pious.

MISSION
“To be an international university which offers various programs of
study, research and human development using holistic methods
and up-to-date technology in accordance with global development,
in order to produce pious, high spirited and valuable graduates as
well as to contribute to the development of community and the
country.”

Undergraduate PROGRAMMES
UNISSA’s Degree Programmes include Bachelor of Laws And
Shariah (Double Degree), Bachelor of Business Management,
Bachelor of Science In Islamic Finance, Bachelor of Shariah (Fiqh
& Judiciary), Bachelor of Shariah (Fiqh & Usul), Bachelor of Islamic
History And Civilisation, Bachelor of Arabic Language, Bachelor of
Usuluddin (Aqidah & Da‘wah) and Bachelor of Usuluddin (Tafsir &
Hadith).

“To provide experiential learning with wide opportunities for
industrial experience, hence preparing our graduates to meet the
demands of the competitive job market and fulfilling the National
Vision 2035. To enhance research and innovation capability through
strategic collaborations. To foster and sustain strong partnership
with relevant stakeholders and the community.”

Undergraduate PROGRAMMES
Prospective students can choose from a wide range of degrees
under the following programme areas: Accounting, Economics,
Management (UTB School of Business), Creative Computing,
Computing and Information Systems, Computer Network Security
(School of Computing and Informatics), Civil Engineering, Electrical
and Electronic Engineering, Petroleum and Chemical Engineering
and Mechanical Engineering (Faculty of Engineering).

Graduate Programmes
The UTB School of Business offers Masters by Research and
PhD Programmes in the following areas: General Management,
Technology Management, Banking & Finance, Economics and
related issues, Marketing, Accounting, Business Information
Systems. The Faculty of Engineering offers Masters by Research
and PhD Programmes in Chemical Engineering.

In the News
UTB’s vice-chancellor, Professor Dr Hjh Zohrah, called on students
to actively be engaged in community work, which will help them
become all-rounded graduates.

Politeknik Brunei
(PB)

ABOUT
PB offers Advanced Diploma programmes accredited by the Brunei
Darussalam National Accreditation Council. It began operations in
January 2012 to accelerate the development of the country’s human
resources as emphasised by the National Development Plan and
Wawasan Brunei 2035.

MISSION
“To equip students with sustainable skills through holistic and quality
education in a supportive teaching and learning environment.”

Undergraduate PROGRAMMES
PB offers Level 5 Diplomas under the School of Business, School
of Information and Communication Technology, School of Science
and Engineering as well as Level 4 Diplomas under the School of
Health Sciences.

In the News
A LARGE percentage of PB’s graduates are active in the workforce
or furthering their education with 81% and 73% of PB graduates
from the first and second intake respectively either employed, selfemployed or furthering their studies.

Jalan Tungku Link, Bandar Seri Begawan BE1410

Block 2E, Ong Sum Ping Condominium, Jalan Ong Sum Ping,
Bandar Seri Begawan BA1311

www.utb.edu.bn

www.pb.edu.bn

+673 246 1020

+673 223 4466
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Universiti Brunei
Darussalam

PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS
Laksamana College
of Business
(LCB)

ABOUT
LCB was established in 1993 and is a forward-thinking higher
education institution aiming to prepare students for a quicklychanging world.

MISSION
“Our mission is to provide Higher Education opportunities
within the framework of excellence on all fronts. At Laksamana
College of Business the student is placed at the heart of
the educational experience, working in partnership with
highly qualified and dedicated staff that brings a wealth of
experience to the classroom as well as professionalism of the
highest level. The College is focused on providing a friendly
multicultural environment, in which students from all over the
world may benefit from the best of British education. Central
to that commitment is the belief that learning is a continuous
process that does not end when students graduate from
college. We support and encourage the pursuit of intellectual
and personal growth as well as the attainment of academic/
professional skills and qualifications.”

PRIVATE
INSTITUTIONS

Kolej International
Graduate Studies
(KIGS)

ABOUT
KIGS is the first local tertiary level institution to be fully
accredited by the Brunei Darussalam National Accreditation
Council (BDNAC), Ministry of Education in 2003 to run
the Diploma courses of Brunei Darussalam Technical and
Vocational Education Council (BDTVEC); and since 2011 it is
also the first institution to be accredited to run 3-year fullyfledged Degree programmes through KIGS collaboration
with Limkokwing University of Creative Technology (LUCT),
Malaysia.

MISSION
“To achieve excellence in meeting the educational needs and
aspirations of Bruneian and International students.”

PROGRAMMES
KIGS offers courses at various levels from Foundation to
Degrees in the areas of IT, Computing, Multimedia and
Business. Students can choose from Degree and Diploma
programs offered in collaboration with LUCT, Malaysia.

In the News
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50 KIGS students left for London and Kuala Lumpur yesterday
to undergo the college’s first project dubbed the Global
Campus. It is a core module which has been incorporated
in degree courses by Malaysia-based Limkokwing University
of Creative Technology. The project focuses on employability
skills, networking and innovations, creativity and industry
workshop and visits.

Cosmopolitan College
of Commerce &
Technology (CCCT)

CCCT was established in August 2004, in response to a growing
demand for quality human resource training and development
services in Brunei Darussalam. They are currently one of the
best and the largest higher education and professional training
providers in the private sector.

LCB students attended a talk for their Hospitality Management
course led by Wu Chun. The seminar, which was aimed at
inspiring youth, invited the celebrity to share how crucial it is
to set goals in order to succeed.
Roof Top, Plaza Abdul Razak, Jalan Laksamana Abdul Razak,
Km2, Jalan Tutong, Bandar Seri Begawan BA1712

+673 223 8816 / 18

Brunei will have its first batch of gaming and animation
graduates from a local college this November. 25 students are
expected to graduate from the 12- to 18-month course that is
currently only offered by CCCT.

Blok Tengah, Kompleks Setia Kenangan, Lot 22083 Kiulap,
Mukim Gadong BE1518

Unit 5 & 6 Jaya Setia Square, Simpang 13, Kg. Jaya Setia,
Jalan Berakas, Bandar Seri Begawan BB2713

www.igsbrunei.edu.bn

www.ccct.edu.bn/bn

+673 223 8701

265 1244 / 5 / 6

www.micronet.com.bn
+673 245 1133 (Gadong), +673 261 1133 (Jerudong)

Kemuda
Institute

Kemuda Institute is one of the earliest private higher learning
institutions in Brunei Darussalam. The institute has made a
major commitment to academic excellence. It is in the process
of adding faculty positions, expanding faculty and graduate
research, increasing student financial aid, and widening
opportunities in key undergraduate programs.

“We are devoted to develop competitive employees,
managers, leaders, and entrepreneurs through unique ways of
educating, coaching and mentoring to fulfill the industrial and
social requirements for global success.”

In the News

Jerudong: Block D, Unit 7, 8 & 9, Jerudong Complex,
Simpang 508, Jalan Jerudong, BSB BG3122

ABOUT

www.lcb.edu.bn

The IT Courses at CCCT include Foundation Certificate in
Higher Education (FCHE), International Diploma in Gaming
and Animation (IDGAT) and International Advanced Diploma in
Gaming and Animation (IADGAT). The College also offers NCC
Diplomas from Level 3 to Level 5 in Business.

Main: No. 11, 12 & 13, Kompleks Haji Tahir 2, Sungai Gadong
Menglait, BSB BE4119

LCB offers degree programmes in Marketing, Accounting and
Finance, Business Management and Computer Science under
a collaboration with the University of Chester. LCB also offers
Pearson BTEC Programmes from Level 2 Certificates to Level
5 HND in the areas of Business, Hospitality Management and
Computing; as well as Professional Qualifications awarded by
Kensington College of Business.

MISSION

PROGRAMMES

In the News
MICRONET International College will be introducing new
Pearson BTEC courses in the coming semester to enhance
the skill set of students. The new course is hoped to increase
the marketability of the students as students will be better
equipped with practical knowledge with improved skill sets in
their chosen field.

PROGRAMMES

In the News
ABOUT

5 Diploma in Computing. The College teaches short courses
in Spreadsheet, Desktop Publishing, Database Management,
Programming Language, Internet and Design.

Micronet
International
College

MISSION
“Educate and inspire young minds to venture into excellence
in higher learning; To make sure the students will get jobs,
To provide students the right skills to compete locally and
globally, To give everybody a second chance in life through
education and To provide opportunities for students to further
their studies abroad.”

PROGRAMMES
Kemuda Institute offers numerous Pearson BTEC Courses,
NCC Education Courses, BDTVEC Courses and at different
levels from Level 2 Certificates to Level 5 Diplomas and
HNDs. In collaboration with Open University Malaysia (OUM),
Bachelor of Information Technology in Network Computing
with Honours (BITN) and Bachelor of Information Technology
and Management with Honours (BITM) courses are also
offered.

ABOUT

In the News

Micronet International College was established in 1989 and is
the first private school registered and approved by the Ministry
of Education. It has been playing a substantial role in private
higher education as well as in the life and economy of Brunei
Darussalam. Graduates from various ICT programs have
occupied positions of leadership in every part of the country’s
economy.

Kemuda Institute is expecting to bring in its first degree courses
related to business and IT by 2017. Managing Director Hjh
Hasnah Hj Azri said the institute has already been in contact
with several international universities. The Institute is still in
its planning stage where they are completing the registrations
and accreditations with the respective universities and the
Ministry of Education.

MISSION
“The place of innovative and academic oriented learning.”

Main: Unit 25, Ground Floor, Spg 633, Jln Beribi, Mukim
Gadong BE1118

PROGRAMMES

KB: 3rd Floor, Sekolah Tunas Jaya PGGMB, Lot 6227
(Jalan Pandan 6), Kuala Belait KA1931

Micronet offers BDTVEC Courses from Skill Certificate 2 up to
Diploma in IT and NCC Courses from Level 3 Diploma to Level

kemudainstitute.com
+673 265 5614 / 244 8679 (Main), +673 333 7761 (KB)
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FEATURE

INTERVIEW UNIVERSITI BRUNEI DARUSSALAM

At the
Forefront of
Education in
Brunei

"The role of our
academic staff
have extended from
merely imparting
knowledge to
students to engaging
our students in
discussions...and
encouraging them
to be more proactive
and curious."

Q&A with Associate Professor Dr.
Mohammad Ayub Sadiq @ Lin Naing,
Assistant Vice Chancellor
(Academic Affairs),
Universiti Brunei Darussalam
Photos courtesy of Universiti Brunei Darussalam

UBD has achieved some astounding results in terms of
academic rankings. The Asian Quacquarelli Symonds (QS)
University rankings showed a significant jump of 50 places
in the last two years; and the university has also made the
top 20 list in five other categories. Can you elaborate further
on your success? What has contributed to this achievement?

The UBD’s GenNEXT undergraduate degree program is set
out to provide more hands-on experience for the students by
making Year 3 a “discovery year” for students. What is the
significance of the GenNEXT program?

1. Entrepreneurship

Basically, it has been switched from teacher-centred learning to student-

2. Leadership and Innovation; and

centred learning. Various pedagogy approaches such as problem-based

3. Environmental Awareness are embedded in all modules taught.

learning, team-based learning, project-based learning, work-based

We believe that experience is the best teacher and so, the focus of our

with expertise in multiple disciplines.

I am proud to say that we were ranked 1st in outbound students for

with networking opportunities and a chance to learn from international

The flagship part of the curriculum is the mandatory Discovery Year

two consecutive years; 3rd in inbound students; 11th for international

experts and prominent figures around the world. In addition to this, the

programme, which sees students venture out of the university to gain

faculty; 13th for faculty student ratio and 17th for international students.

Discovery Year programme is one of the main highlights of GenNEXT,

experiential learning through study abroad, internship, incubation

UBD scored full marks (100%) in three categories – outbound exchange

where we send our students out to experience the world and learn through

or community outreach programmes. The aim of this programme is

students, inbound exchange students, and international faculty.

doing.

for students to experience the real world and understand how the

This achievement is a result of the collective effort and determination of

The significance of the GenNEXT programme is its flexible personalised

well equipped with the necessary skills and mindset to be successful in

our academic and administration staff to provide support and guidance to

curriculum based on the student’s strength and interest. And also

their respective industries.

market and the economy.

the students; and it is also due to the tenacity of our students who seek

GenNEXT equips them with skills, which they need for lifelong learning,

the best education for themselves and attain success. Our achievement

and skills to prepare for an uncertain and rapidly changing future. It

The programme also allows student to take an additional minor, double

I am proud to say a lot of our former students have gone into the

to break into the QS rankings is testament of our dedication to provide

emphasises the need for students to be curious, to explore, and to learn

majors and double degrees to expand their scope of study.

local market with their entrepreneurship endeavours, and some have

high quality education to ensure our students are well equipped to achieve

by themselves.

How has the role of the lecturer evolved over the years to
meet the demands of today’s students?

initiatives.

The role of our academic staff have extended from merely imparting

areas of study in order for them to discover their strengths and potential

knowledge to students to engaging our students in discussions on the

and nurture them to be competent in multiple areas, and have a competitive

subject matter and encouraging them to be more proactive and curious.

edge over other jobseekers and professionals in the job market.

learning, and other flipped classroom approaches are implemented by the
This is especially relevant in today’s job market, which values professionals

GenNEXT programme is on student experience. We provide our students

professional arena works so that, upon graduation, they will be ready and

provides us with more motivation to continue working hard, linking our
students to a wider network of experts, universities, providing them with
more opportunities for research through infrastructure and international
linkages to collaborators - to ensure that they get a richer learning
experience at UBD.
The research funding and research facilities at UBD have developed
tremendously, consequently leading to a significant increase in graduate
students and collaborators coming to UBD to undertake research. With
the massive academic mobility and a number of internalisation strategies
including increased joint academic programmes, research collaborations
and networks such as iCUBE and Borneo Studies Network (BSN), UBD’s
active partnerships with institutions worldwide have brought an increased
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number of international students and staff to UBD who continue to
contribute to the tremendous improvement of campus life, teaching and
research output at the university.

In this issue, we help students to evaluate options for further
education both locally and abroad. What are the advantages
of choosing to go to UBD? How is UBD going to help prepare
students for a successful future?

How has UBD contributed to Brunei’s Wawasan 2035
in creating a diverse workforce that is internationally
competitive?
Education and research at UBD is driven by national relevance, with the
emphasis on innovation, entrepreneurship and leadership frameworks. We
maintain active engagement with international and local industry players
to ensure our research and teachings are relevant to the needs of the job

successfully tapped into regional markets with their own business

Our GenNEXT programme encourages students to explore multidisciplinary

UBD’s GenNEXT curriculum is a unique education framework that allows

Other than the traditional lecture, our lecturers engage our students

our students to take charge of their higher education and future career path.

through informal discussions outside the lecture room and various online

Our programmes are also targeted to the wider population, from fresh

Unlike the traditional curriculum, which confines a student to majoring in a

platforms, teaching them to be more IT savvy – an important skill to have

school leavers and the working population to retirees and home-makers –

discipline, the GenNEXT curriculum gives students the freedom to explore

in the 21st century job market.

it gives them opportunities to study without leaving their business or work.

their interests across disciplines. Only 55% of the programme is in the

These programmes are directed to the areas of financial literacy, digital

major discipline with the rest spread over other disciplines. The curriculum

Additionally, many of our lecturers have become mentors to our students,

literacy, businesses, and entrepreneurship, etc. This will contribute to the

ensures that students are exposed to essential life skills such as critical

advising them on selecting courses or even on long-term decisions such

development of the knowledge economy and so to Wawasan 2035.

thinking, reasoning, communication and quantitative analysis; with both

as choosing a career path fit for their skill set. They have also brought

national and global perspectives. Embedded in all our modules are the

networking opportunities for our students to international experts or even

three thrust areas:

potential employers by bringing in guests to their lectures to meet their
students.
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their own success in the future. Our achievement in the QS rankings also

lecturers.

INTERVIEW laksamana college OF BUSINESS

In response to the call for diversification, one of the

College, your child would get the same training and degree

courses which we are proud to be providing is the course

- and the three year degree would cost you approximately

in Hospitality. We believe that this is a growing industry that

BND34,000. It has always been our dream to provide high

is in high demand not only in Brunei but all over the world.

quality education to the students in Brunei, and we firmly

At Laksamana College, we manage to utilise our business

believe that this collaboration is a tangible part of the

leverage to give students on-the-job training at Rizqun

solution.

Hotel and also at other hospitality outlets. It is important

PREPARING
STUDENTS TO
SUCCEED IN
TODAY’S WORLD
Interview with Sivarajah Subramaniam,
Chief Operating Officer from Laksamana
College of Business

Laksamana College was founded in 2003 to provide the
next generation of Bruneians with training and exposure
to the world of business. Today, as the government is
calling for diversification due to the falling oil price, the
mandate of training the next generation of entrepreneurs
has never been more urgent and significant. How has

need to adhere to the high standards set out by them.

then return one day to serve Brunei.

The university regularly sends their lecturers to train the
local teaching staff; and the lecturers also have regular

What is Laksamana College’s vision for the next 10

interactions with the students here in Brunei. Some of

years?

the courses that the University of Chester are renowned

When Laksamana College was founded 13 years ago by YB

Management, Tourism and Computer Science.

for that are also provided at our college include Business

Pehin Hapidz, nobody believed that we would be where we
are today. It took a man with a clear vision and a dedicated
team who believed in it to carry out this vision. Today, our
goals have evolved and we are aiming at future targets. Two
of the things that we hope to accomplish is to one day have

What are some of the advantages of pursuing your
further education locally, compared to pursuing it
overseas?

our own campus to accommodate more students, both

I really believe that there are great advantages of studying

from Brunei and beyond. Secondly, we hope to support

abroad. You get to learn about independence and more

Brunei’s economy by making Brunei an education hub for

importantly, you get to meet people from all over the world.

the region. We believe that Brunei has all the key elements

But what concerns me is the issue of what is the right age

that would encourage foreign parents to send their children

to be sending your child abroad? It is extremely difficult

here. For a start, it is possibly one of the safest places on

to gauge a child’s level of maturity in relation to their age.

earth and we have a high standard of education compared

As well as this, sending your children overseas is a huge

to our neighbours. Today, for example, if you were to send

financial commitment. It may involve great financial risk, if

your son or daughter as a foreign student to Laksamana

your child is not mature enough or mentally prepared to face

College, they can choose to live in apartments that are

the challenges of living in a new country and adapting to a

conveniently located on the college compound; there is

new culture and system of education.

easy access to supermarket downstairs; and they are also in
walking distance of some of the best cafes and restaurants

With those concerns in mind, if you are able to find the same

in Brunei. This, I believe, is something that we are excited

quality of education locally as you can get abroad, there is

about and will be very busy pursuing over the next 10 years.

really no rush to send your child overseas. It may be wiser
for you to consider sending your child overseas at a later
stage to complete their MBA, by then, they should be more

since our inception, developing entrepreneurs has always

training and certification from the University of Chester

been the core of our existence. At Laksamana College,

by studying locally at Laksamana College. What does

we encourage students to not only consider careers with

this mean to Bruneian students?

get students prepared for what they can expect when they

This program is especially designed to help students to

oriented curriculum to a more holistic program that involves

obtain a UK degree, without having to pay the UK fees.

assignments and group based projects. One of the main

It would cost up to BND120,000 to complete a three year

advantages of pursuing further education locally as opposed

degree inclusive of the living expenses in the UK. Not many

to overseas, is that there’s always the benefit of safety and

parents can afford this especially if they have many children

family support. Not only that, but the student will also be

to support. If your son or daughter were to pursue a degree

more familiar with the local issues during their training, so

from the University of Chester degree through Laksamana

that he or she can maintain relevance in the market place.

what business is and find it enjoyable. This is one

market needs; and to find solutions that will fill in the gaps.

Awang Abdul Razak, Business Icon 2011.

In order to collaborate with the University of Chester, we

country, so that they could gain valuable experience and

in the UK. Students in Brunei can obtain 100% of their

identify opportunities; to ask questions about what the

Abdul Hapidz bin Pehin Orang Kaya Laksamana Hj

skill. We encourage them to explore careers outside of the

As YB Pehin Hapidz stated in his founding statement,

and ensure the next generation of people know

Kaya Ratna Hapidz Setia Dato Setia Hj Awang

excellence as a teacher training college since the 1800s.

One of Laksamana College’s recent milestones has

the government. We constantly challenge students to

up Laksamana College of Business.” Pehin Orang

meaning of “service” and are highly competent in this

Laksamana College responded to this?

“I believe that it is important to send out a message

of the most important reasons why I decided to set
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Photography by Greg Chin

Secondly, the University of Chester has a long tradition of

Regarding this, we are actively engaged with the business
community through BBBF (Britain Brunei Business Forum)
in trying to establish dialogues; and conducting sessions
on our premises to share the latest practical and market
knowledge with our students.

been your collaboration with the University of Chester

mature and better able to deal with living independently in
a foreign country.
At Laksamana College, we offer a foundation course to
enter foreign universities. They are moved from an exam-
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"It may be wiser
for you to consider
sending your child
overseas at a later
stage to complete
their MBA, by
then, they should
be more mature
and better able to
deal with living
independently in a
foreign country."

for us to make sure that our students understand the real

COLUMN DR VICTOR SL TAN

structured approach to learning

RETHINKING
EDUCATION

with

an

exam-biased

teaching.

In fact, many lecturers today are
teaching

through

Powerpoint

and their students no longer read
the textbook as they just rely on
their lecturers’ notes to pass their
exams. This narrow and structured
approach

affects

the

teaching

styles of teachers and stifles the

"Knowledge is not power until it is applied"

Photography by Katsuhisa Kida

creativity of students. Students
take the convenient path of rote

The outcome of education is most

- and this results in positive action

competition,

evident in the workplace when you

by the student.

markets with political, social and

thinking. They become risk averse.

technological shifts – which are all

They do not risk giving their real

happening at the same time.

views but rather give safe answers

learning,

memorising

and

Kids run around the ‘Ring Around
a Tree’, a dual purpose annex
building at Fuji Kindergarten
designed by Tezuka Architects.
The structure is multi-functional
with spaces for classrooms, to run
around as well as a waiting station
for school buses. Permeated by
wandering branches and overgrown foliage, the structure looks
to destroy the boundaries between
internal and external, and built
and natural environments.

not

produced. As a consultant I have

There is a better way to inspire

collected some relevant insights

students to learn. Teachers can

regarding flaws in education. These

learn from good corporate trainers

Flaw No 3:

are based on hundreds of interviews

who are skillful and competent

with graduates, corporate leaders

in captivating the attention of the

as well as interactions with over

audience by making learning fun,

Education that
does not drive
action

500,000 individuals from young

relevant

They

Knowledge is not power until it

and

executives to CEOs during the

can master the art of engaging

is applied. Classroom teaching

Einstein said it well, “The significant

training, which I have conducted.

the audience fully and win their

which

towards

problems we face today cannot be

commitment,

and

is taken from the workplace where

commitment to learn and to take

concepts

frameworks

solved at the same level of thinking

conscience. That individual should

the outcome of education is clearly

action.

without encouraging students to

we were at when we created

be able to achieve not only success

seen. However, for education reform

put it into practice is suffering

them”. To have a chance to solve

for himself and his family but

to work, corporations, government,

At the outset, I must declare that

and

meaningful.

I am an educator myself. I have

as expected by teachers and as

is

biased
and

dictated by the syllabus. Yet we
know that the problems that beset
our world today are clouded with
volatility,

uncertainty,

ambiguity

complexity

(VUCA).

Albert
competency

taught degree as well as MBA

Flaw No 2:

from a serious disconnect from

also be able to contribute to the

schools and universities must work

the

creative and strategic thinking in

common good of society and the

in tandem to ensure proper policies

their students.

world. A good quality education

are

systems of education. I am an

Education that is
outdated and not
relevant

them, teachers need to encourage

programs. I have also been through

should develop a person holistically,

successfully. This is certainly the

advocate of education. However,

Many

have

just to pass exams deviates from

Flaw No 5:

pointed out the mismatch between

the important value of putting

like to share my personal views on

what schools and universities are

into practice what is learnt in the

Education that is
not complete

that

to make education better, I would
the flaws in education and how to

teaching versus what is needed

classroom.

The purpose of education should

eliminate them.

in the workplace. While theories

the British as well as the American

corporate

leaders

real

world.

Developing

syllabuses that focus on teaching
expediency and student learning

truly education is the most powerful

morally and spiritually as well. In

weapon that can change the world

essence a good quality education

for the better.

should enable a person to be a

students how to get a job. To

total success which goes beyond

Flaw No 1:

were perhaps valid at the time of

of the student’s performance

Education that is
uninspiring

their credit some schools have

economics and finance. It should

writing, the business world today

should be accorded for doing

taken steps to improve the quality

encompass one’s relationships with

is changing at the speed of a click.

rather than knowing. For example,

and relevance of their vocational

family and others as well as a sense

Some

interesting

Many things which were once real

assignments given must have

educational

(VET)

of care and concern for others. The

subjects have been made dull by

and useful are now no longer true

relevance and value to real life

programs. However, even though

great philosopher Aristotle put it

boring and uninspiring teachers or

and relevant.

situations that will help improve or

they are preparing their students to

poignantly, “Educating the mind

solve the current issues plaguing

“make a living”, the flaw here may

without educating the heart is no

our world today.

be that they are overlooking the

education at all”. The complete man

importance of teaching them how

contributes positively to society and

to “make a life”.

helps to make this world a better

most

and

training

and motivation when teaching a

Teachers

cannot

become

subject can make all the difference

complacent

and

on

- whether the students develop an

old

interest and do well in the subject

knowledge. They need to keep

or drop out. An inspiring teacher

updated in their subject area with

Education that
stifles creativity

shares a lesson, opens a mind,

regards to the latest changes amidst

Most education systems lean

to develop the complete individual –

Education

touches a heart, wins commitment

this digital economy, intensifying

heavily

one who has character, confidence,

undertaken more effectively if input

outdated

hold

information

to
and

Flaw No 4:

towards

a

compliant,

implemented

most important agenda today -

not be limited to just teaching

the

and

socially,

intellectually,

A higher percentage of weightage

of

adopted

psychologically,

is,

emotionally,

from textbooks are static and

professors. A teacher’s commitment
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labor

place.

Dr Victor SL
Tan is the CEO
of KL Strategic
Change Consulting Group. He is
the bestselling author of Change To
Win And Changing Mindsets. He
has assisted Ministries of Education
as well as universities and colleges
on education reform. If you have
feedback on this article email him at
victorsltan@klscc.com or contact him
at +6012 3903168.

The purpose of education should be
reforms

can

be
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look at the graduates that are being

fluctuating

INTERVIEW FURTHER EDUCATION IN THE UK

STUDYing
IN THE UK
Interview with the British
High Commissioner to Brunei,
Mr. David Campbell

Photo courtesy of the British High Commission

What is the international value of a UK
degree?
UK universities are world-renowned and
offer

excellent

teaching

facilities

with

highly dedicated and respected academic
staff who are often experts in their field.
Employers recognise the high standards
of teaching and the UK’s strong reputation
for research, innovation and creativity. So a
UK qualification can get your career off to a
great start, equipping you with the necessary
skills, qualifications and connections to excel.
Surveys such as the QS World Rankings show
UK university graduates to be amongst the
most employable, often achieving markedly
higher salaries compared to those graduating
from home institutions.

Tell us about some of the courses
available in the UK that people may
not necessarily be aware of.
UK institutions offer a wide range of courses
from the more generalised fields of study
such as Chemistry and Economics to highly
specialised subjects like Robotics, Crime
Scene Studies and Film Making. With tens
of thousands of courses on offer in the UK,
you’re sure to find one that caters to your
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interests and abilities.

How does the UK cater to Muslim
students?

Most UK cities have halal butchers and

smart budgeting, students can definitely

restaurants or cafes that serve halal food.

lower their monthly expenses. One of the

Supermarkets have a wide range of food –

great things about being a student in the

you can even find Brunei Halal ready meals!

UK is the many discounts available. The

There are mosques established in most cities

students’ union at the university normally

and most academic institutions have a multi

organise social events and trips that cost

faith prayer room. Within the university there

very little or nothing at all.

will be an Islamic society where you can meet
other Muslim students from different parts of
the world. People in the UK are highly tolerant
and respectful of those with different religious
backgrounds.

What are the options available
for students wanting to apply for
scholarships in the UK?
Many higher education institutions offer

What sort of budget would an
international student need for living
expenses and tuition fees per year?

a variety of scholarships and awards to

The UK offers a great value education. In

achievement or according to financial need.

terms of living costs and course fees, the

Each scholarship has its own set of

UK compares very favourably with other

requirements, so it is worth visiting the

countries. Most UK degree courses are not as

university’s respective websites for more

long as those in other countries, so you’ll be

detailed information. Alternatively, search

committing less time and money. It normally

the scholarship database available in the

takes three years to complete an honours

Education UK website www.educationuk.

degree in England, Northern Ireland and Wales,

org to find out whether you might be

or four years in Scotland. For international

eligible for any awards.

help international students come to the UK
to study. Bursaries and scholarships are
usually awarded on the basis of academic

students, tuition fees may vary from £3,500 to
£18,000 (BND6,220 to BND31,985) per year

The UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office

depending on your course, institution and level

offers Chevening Scholarships for early to

of study. Scientific, medical and postgraduate

mid career professionals who wish to study

courses tend to have higher fees. Living

a one-year Master’s degree at any UK

expenses in the UK are quoted to be £13,521

university. More details about the annual

(BND24,025)

competition can be found at www.gov.uk/

for

London

and

£12,160

(BND21,610) for outside of London but with

world/brunei

INTERVIEW THE LIFE OF BRUNEIAN STUDENTS IN THE UK

What’s the best way to make new friends?
Cedric: Be open and approachable. Once in a while, invite your
flatmates or coursemates to dinner or do something fun during
the weekends such as going to the movies or a picnic. You might
have to take the initiative to organise these events but in the end
it’s worth it as you get to know each other better.
Matiin: If you are trying to make new friends, then you need
to get involved in the university student union or any social
clubs within the university. For example, in Leeds, there is a
programme called ‘Give-it-a-Go!’ where students are given a
one-off opportunity to try out something new. This is a great way
to establish contacts and expand your network.

Rahim: Just be yourself and you are bound to meet someone
who shares the same interests as you. Meeting like-minded
people is easier through the university societies. Try to embrace
the new friends you make because leaving University with no
cultural exposure is an opportunity missed that does not come
around often.

Syazwana: Make an effort to talk to your coursemates, even
if it is just asking the simple question, ‘You alright?’ Joining
extracurricular activities is also a good way to meet new people
with similar interests. Be kind, tolerant and genuinely interested
in the people you talk to and hopefully friendships will flourish!

Qayyum: Socialising with your course mates over a cup of
coffee after class helps you to meet new people. This is how I
met a friend who is a local who brought me around and showed
me different things to do while I was in Birmingham.

The Life of
Bruneian StudenTS
IN THE UK

Cedric: Knowledge from the course and new friends who may
even teach you a thing or two about life. You might even pick up
a few slangs from the locals.

Matiin: The UK has a well-deserved reputation worldwide for
providing high quality and well-respected higher education. That,
together with my Chevening Scholarship, gave me the right
education and the professional qualification I needed to pursue
my career.
Qayyum: Noticing the diverse culture and way of living of
the locals while travelling has broadened my appreciation and
respect for the different lives people lead. On the academic side,
learning from my lecturers and befriending my tutors increased
my fondness for books.

Photos courtesy of the British Council

What’s it like to live in the UK?
Cedric: I stayed in Nottingham for my Postgraduate study.

Rahim: I was an undergraduate student at Swansea University

Despite being a city, the air is still fresh. The lifestyle is quite
chilled out and it is not hectic compared to living in London. Apart
from that, I managed to experience the four seasons.

studying Politics. And I can say that Swansea has a multi-cultural
and multi-faith community and both groups were able to integrate
harmoniously with each other, so getting along with locals in the
area was not really difficult. I could practice my Muslim faith freely
and I never ran into any big trouble.

Matiin: Despite the notorious weather, having lived in Leeds
and in Reading during my studies, the UK feels like a second
home to me.
Qayyum: You get to have a taste of independent living as well
as basking in a different atmosphere. It may be daunting at first,
but once you adapt to it, student life abroad will be one of those
experiences that you cherish for life.

Syazwana: Living independently in a foreign land is such an
empowering experience and may even reveal hidden attributes
within yourself, being so far away from home will really test your
character and sense of responsibility. With so many things to see
and do, every weekend can be an adventure.
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Cedric: For me it’s the friends I met and spent a lot of time

Rahim: The three years I spent studying at Swansea University

with during the course. Doing the Bar Professional Training
Course (BPTC) is one of the highlights of my life. Because it is
such a difficult and challenging course, we as students stuck
together and supported each other through the countless hours
of studying and revising. Without them I wouldn’t have completed
the entire course.

were the fastest three years of my life. My degree was full of
blood, sweat and tears but it was also full of joy and laughter. I
remember staying on campus for 20 hours to study for an exam
and at the same time I was typing away on my laptop to hand in
an assignment that was due in the next day. It’s about all the hard
work and time that you invest in achieving your goal in the UK.

Matiin: The best moment, so far, was when I had the opportunity
to queue for tickets to watch a tennis match at Wimbledon during
the summer of 2013. It was a memorable one as Andy Murray
went on to win his first Wimbledon title!

Syazwana: The first time I made a snowman or actually a

Qayyum: Going out with friends and trying out new places to
eat, travelling around the UK and exploring different cities. My
occasional stays in London during our study breaks were filled
with food adventures and lots of walking around new areas just
to see different sides of the city.

“snow woman” during my first year in the UK was unforgettable!
That moment when I woke up and saw that blanket of snow on
the ground and white flakes falling from the sky was truly magical.
I will never forget the snowball fights and making snow angels
with dear friends.

Syazwana: Besides a good education, I think my time in the
UK really opened my eyes to who I am as an individual and
increased my self-confidence. I am more comfortable with public
speaking and socialising with others and am also more open to
having new experiences. Being exposed to different people has
given me a wider perspective on life.

What advice would you give to students who are about to study in the UK?
Cedric: Stuff your face with all the food which you think you
are going to miss and of course look forward to a new chapter

Qayyum: Have fun while studying abroad but do balance

in your life.

– but always set priorities.

Matiin: Don’t worry about adapting to the new learning
environment and the weather, students usually get used to this
after a while. For those of you interested in applying for the
Chevening Scholarship, feel free to drop the Chevening Alumni
Brunei a DM on Instagram @cheveningalumnibrunei or visit www.
chevening.org/apply to find out more!

Rahim: Make as many friends as possible and always be willing

THE STUDENTS

Cedric Loo

What are some of your most memorable moments?

Rahim: I gained a new sense of responsibility living in the UK.
In Brunei, we are privileged as everything is provided for us. In
the UK, all of this stops. For the first time ever, I had to spend
responsibly; and also make sure that all my bills were paid on
time; and that there was always enough food in the kitchen. I
definitely became more independent. This made me more
thankful for all the privileges I had living in Brunei. The UK really
represented a big step into adulthood.

= Studied Bar Professional Training Course
(BPTC) PG at Nottingham Law School.

studying and socialising. Taking a break once in awhile is a must

to try new things. When you’re not busy studying, take time to
travel and explore the UK. There are many hidden treasures
everywhere!

Syazwana: Make the most of your time there and open
your mind and heart to new experiences and new people. Your
university life can turn out to be some of the best years of your
life!

Abdul Rahim Harun
= Studied BA Politics at Swansea University.
= Currently working as a Junior Executive, Training
and Development at TelBru.
= Head of Chapter for Swansea University in Brunei.

Abdul Matiin Hj Muhd Kasim
= Studied MSc Renewable Energy: Technology and
Sustainability at the University of Reading.
= Awarded the Chevening Scholarship in 2012.

Syazwana Hj Souyono
= Studied BSc Chemistry with Forensic Science at the
University of Leicester and MSc in Forensic Science at
King’s College London.

= Currently working as a Government Officer, Energy
and Industry at the Prime Minister’s Office.

Abdul Qayyum bin Dato
Paduka Hj Abd Majid
= Received a BA International Relations and Politics
at Keele University.
= Currently pursuing Postgraduate studies, MA
International Law at the University of Birmingham.

* Inspire Magazine would like to thank
the British Council for contributing this article.
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University life overseas can be challenging for
students: adapting to a new culture, finding their
way around campus, budgeting, making new
friends, and of course dealing with the academic
work. However, as long as students have the right
attitude, this can be a very fulfilling and enriching
experience. We spoke to five Bruneians who have
studied in the UK and they gave us candid accounts
of their experiences.

What did you gain from this experience?

INTERVIEW ABDUL MALIK OMAR

STUDYING ABROAD:
A Bruneian's Experience
Q&A with Abdul Malik Omar

"You get the chance to
meet new people, learn new
things, and are exposed to
new environments almost
every single day."

Photos courtesy of Abdul Malik Omar

Where in the UK are you studying
right now?
I am currently studying at the London School
of Economics. I am pursuing an MSc in
(L) Economic Development. Prior to this, I
acquired a BSc in International Enterprise
and Business Development at the University
of Essex.

How long have you been studying in
the UK?

Being based in London gives me a front-seat

Why did you choose to go to the UK?

to observe how vibrant, open, and diverse the

I think that the UK is one of the best

the world. London never ceases to amaze me

destinations for a world-class education.

because of this. It is literally the best city on the

Selecting LSE for me is a good decision

planet (second to BSB of course!). My deepest

because it is ranked at #2 in the world and

hope is that our city, BSB can emulate London

#1 in the UK for social sciences (QS World

somehow by perhaps becoming more open to

University Rankings for 2015-16). I hope to

the region (ASEAN) as a way of strengthening

one day utilise all the skill sets, networks, and

our economy.

city is in accommodating people from all over

Describe a day in the life of an
overseas student in the UK.

What advice do you have for
students moving to the UK for
further studies?
the best you can to score good marks.

What do you like most about studying
abroad?
What I like most about studying abroad is
being able to work with various youth who

It is exciting. You get the chance to meet new

I have met in the UK, who are passionate

people, learn new things, and are exposed to

about what they do. For instance, I got the

new environments almost every single day. It

chance to work in the LSESU ASEAN Society

is through these experiences that one grows

with my friend Benedict Nispeors, President

as a person.

of the society. Throughout my time working
with him, I got the chance to learn a lot from

What surprises you the most about
your experience of being a student in
the UK?

The food. I miss Brunei food!

If you are applying for a scholarship, do

knowledge I attained there to contribute to
nation-building efforts.

Tell us one of the challenges you
face on a day to day basis as an
overseas student.

him, in terms of the importance of ASEAN and
about how inclusive leadership can shape
sustainable

societies/communities

in

the

future. It was truly an enriching experience.

Get additional tuition if you can because
competition nowadays is getting intense.
In addition, enhance your CV by building
up your CCA experience. For example, do
voluntary work for NGOs or event activities,
this could help to differentiate your CV from
that of your competitors. But above all,
once you do get the scholarship and are
on your way to beginning your education
abroad, remember to always be yourself.
Never conform. Be different. Dare to be
different.
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For almost four years now.

Abdul Malik Omar far right at LSESU ASEAN Society with Danny Quah

INTERVIEW FURTHER EDUCATION IN AUSTRALIA

STUDYING IN AUSTRALIA

Photo courte
sy of

Karen Welsh

Interview with Karen Welsh
Counsellor (Education and Science)
Australian Government Department of Education and Training

Australia offers international students an
extremely high quality education experience,
and also a fantastic lifestyle to enjoy while
studying. Not only is Australia home to six of
the world’s top 100 ranked universities, but it
also has five of the best thirty student cities in
the world. This means that there are plenty of
amazing places for you to live in and to learn.

CRICOS Provider Number 00025B

*46 – QS World University Rankings for
Academic Reputation

Top reasons to choose UQ
– Highly Ranked Top 30 in the world in 11 subject areas.
UQ ranks number one in Australia in Mineral Resources
and Mining Engineering and Environmental Science.
– High Quality Programs Comprehensive range of over
400 programs and 4000 courses.
– Excellent Teachers More national teaching awards than
any other Australian university.
– Successful Graduates Higher than national averages for
full-time graduate employment rates and salaries.
See more at future-students.uq.edu.au

want to study, Australian institutions offer
a wide range of choices – from science to
management

and

commerce,

humanities

to engineering, and law to health sciences.
Australian institutions rank among the world’s
best by discipline, particularly in engineering

• Vocational Education and Training $4,000 to $22,000
• Undergraduate Bachelor Degree $15,000 to $33,000*
• Postgraduate Masters Degree - $20,000
to $37,000*

and technology, medicine, environmental

• Doctoral Degree - $14,000 to $37,000*

science, and accounting and finance.

*This does not include high value courses
such as veterinary and medical.

education system, high-quality programs,

How do Australia and Australian
institutions cater to Muslim students?

and harmonious multi-cultural environment

With its rich multi-cultural heritage, Australia

for international students. Students who

warmly welcomes international students from

choose to study in Australia will be studying

all over the world and is a destination that

alongside some of the world’s finest minds,

offers a diverse range of experiences and

in an environment where innovation and

services to suit their needs. About 2.2% of the

research are both valued and celebrated.

Australian population are Muslims. There are

• You - $19,830

The country has produced 15 Nobel prize

halal restaurants, butchers and mosques in all

• Partner or spouse - $6,940

laureates and every day over one billion

states catering to the Muslim population, and

• Child - $2,970

people around the world rely on Australian

in many places halal eateries and facilities for

discoveries

religious obligations are available.

It is a great place to study, with a world-class

A university ranked in the
world’s top 50*, The University
of Queensland (UQ) is one of
Australia’s leading research and
teaching institutions. When
you study at UQ you will learn
from the best, with like-minded
peers, to earn a highly valued
qualification that will open
doors around the world.

education providers. No matter what you

and

innovations

-

including

penicillin, IVF, ultrasound, Wi-Fi, the Bionic
Ear, cervical cancer vaccine and Black Box
Flight Recorders - to make their lives, and the
lives of others, better.

What sort of budget would an
international student need for living
expenses and tuition fees per year?

Minimum cost of living
The Department of Immigration and Border
Protection

has

financial

requirements

students must meet in order to receive a
student visa for Australia. From 1 July 2016
the 12 month living cost is:

What options are available for
students who wish to apply for a
scholarship in Australia?
There are many scholarships, grants,
and bursaries, which can help support

Tuition fees depend on the institution and the

international

level of study you choose. As an international

with

student, your tuition fees are payable before

prestigious Endeavour Scholarships and

Australia offers a diverse range of study

you study. There may be additional costs for

Fellowships are offered by the Australian

options for international students, with more

your course, including course materials and

Government,

than 1,200 institutions and over 22,000

access to institution facilities. The list below

education institutions, public and private

courses to choose from. You can study at

gives you an indication of the range of costs

organisations. Students can use the search

all levels of education from primary and

for different types of qualifications.

tool on the www.studyinaustralia.gov.au site

What range of courses are available
to international students in Australia?

secondary school, vocational education and
training, English language courses, and of
course university. There are 43 universities
in Australia and also many private higher

• Primary or Secondary School - $7,800 to
$30,000
• English language studies - Around $300
per week depending on course length

your

students
studies

with

in

financially

Australia.

others

offered

The

by

to find scholarships and contact details for
the institution providing the scholarship. All
applications and enquiries for scholarships
are made directly through the scholarship
provider.
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A degree the world
will recognise

Why is Australia a country of choice
for students to study abroad?

From Brunei to Brisbane:

UQ physiotherapy student, Leya Koh,
flexes body and mind.
“ Studying at UQ exceeded my

expectations. The level of education is
high quality, and the programs offered
are well structured to provide us with an
optimal learning experience.

”

Images from left: Leya Koh receives a Certificate of Appointment
from Graham Quirk, Brisbane’s Lord Mayor; Southbank Parklands,
Brisbane; UQ Lakes, St Lucia campus; UQ St Lucia with Brisbane
city in the background.

‘UQ is a world-ranking and leading
university, renowned for its quality
teaching and research, especially in the
field of physiotherapy,’ Leya said.
Ranked in the top 51* universities in the
world, UQ is one of Australia’s finest
higher education institutions.
According to the QS World University
Subject Rankings 2016, UQ ranks number
one in Australia in Mineral Resources and
Mining Engineering (10th globally) and
Environmental Science (12th globally).
The University also ranks 17th globally
in Agriculture and Forestry and 18th in
Education. UQ’s other QS global top-30
subjects are: Psychology (21), Development
Studies (23), Chemical Engineering (25),
Communications and Media Studies (25),
Accounting and Finance (26), Veterinary
Science (29) and Nursing (30).
The University has nine world-class
research institutes, and researchers whose
world changing innovations include the
creation of a cervical cancer vaccine,
protection of the world’s food supply, and
the installation of the largest photovoltaic
solar panel in the southern hemisphere.
‘Studying at UQ exceeded my
expectations,’ Leya Koh said. ‘The level
of education is high quality, and the

programs offered are well structured
to provide us with an optimal learning
experience.’
‘The physiotherapy program provides a very
hands-on learning experience. The program
consists of lectures and practical classes,
right from the start, to prepare us for our
placements in the final year. With help and
guidance from tutors, I am able to apply
what I’ve learnt in lectures to the practical
classes, and this enriches my knowledge.’
UQ is also a founding member of the
national Group of Eight, a leading group
of Australian universities that conducts
a significant portion of all university
research in Australia, as well as one of
only three Australian universities to be a
member of the global Universitas 21, an
alliance allowing UQ to offer students
unique opportunities to participate
in student exchanges and events
throughout the world.
Through this alliance, UQ students like
Leya have the opportunity to participate in
events such as the Summer School program
in Mexico, Undergraduate Research
Conference in Japan and the Social
Entrepreneurship program in Guatemala.
‘UQ provides students with many
different opportunity, be it internships,

research positions or even just
experiences and activities we’ve never
done before. Time as a uni student can
go pass quickly and I grab whatever
opportunity I can, even if it means going
outside my comfort zone.
‘I am eligible to do a short-term program
or international volunteering, which I
am looking forward to do during the
holidays,’ Leya said.
In addition to flexibility in program
choice, UQ students also benefit from
the opportunity to enjoy a wide range of
extracurricular activities during their studies
including access to more than 200 clubs
and societies, as well as sports and cultural
facilities. Leya is taking advantage of it all.
‘At the moment, I’m focusing on uni work
and the Brisbane International Student
Ambassador Program but I would love
to be involved in the UQ international
student union, next year.
‘I have expanded my comfort zone, met
people from many different countries,
broken out of my shell to ask questions and
presented in front of peers, all while working
toward my field of interest: physiotherapy.’
For more information please visit

https://future-students.uq.edu.au

UQ has more awards for teaching excellence
than any other Australian university and
exceptional program choice across a wide range
of study areas at undergraduate, postgraduate
and research higher degree levels.

CRICOS Provider Number 00025B

Its diverse community of over 50,000 students,
includes over 12,600 international students
from 140 different countries across the globe.

A life changing decision to
study physiotherapy at The
University of Queensland
(UQ), Brisbane, has led to
some amazing opportunities
for Leya Koh.

desire to have and share new experiences
and an excellent university experience for
her success.

As the first Bruneian student ambassador
for Brisbane, Leya has met with the
Brisbane Lord Mayor, toured Brisbane’s
biggest sport stadium and been a guest
at one of the city’s renowned rugby
matches.

‘Brisbane cares for its international
students, and there are so many cultural
activities and festivals here.

Leya was one of only 40 applicants—
from a total of 300—appointed as a
Study Brisbane student ambassador, and
credits her enthusiasm for the city, her

‘I really enjoyed living and studying in
Brisbane, and my enthusiasm must have
been evident,’ said Leya Koh. ‘I wanted to
share my amazing experiences with other
students.

‘I remember being lost during my first
week in Brisbane a stranger came up to
offer help, which I was very touched by. It
made me feel welcomed and part of this
vibrant community.’
With a multicultural population of around
two million, Brisbane, Queensland’s

capital city, is the third-largest city in
Australia, after Sydney and Melbourne.
In the 2013 edition of the Lonely Planet
Australia travel guidebook, it was named:
“Australia’s coolest city”.
An hour’s drive south of Brisbane are the
golden beaches and theme parks of the
Gold Coast. North of Brisbane are the
Sunshine Coast beaches, national parks,
rainforests and attractions like Australia
Zoo. Just off the coast are pristine
Stradbroke and Moreton Islands, both
popular day-trip and holiday destinations
for locals and visitors alike.
UQ has three campuses in and around
Brisbane; Leya’s choice to study there
was based on the University’s excellent
international reputation.

INTERVIEW FURTHER EDUCATION IN THE USA

STUDYING
IN THE USA

Interview with Mayra T. Robles
EducationUSA Advisor at the U.S. Embassy

Photography by Greg Chin

regarding the institution type and location

funding and what you are able to spend on

that is the best fit for them and where they will

your education and living expenses.

thrive and reach their academic and long-term
goals.

U.S. higher education institutions are known
worldwide for the quality of their programs,
faculty, and facilities. As an investment
in your child’s future, a U.S. degree or
education experience offers excellent value.
The U.S. higher education system offers
unparalleled choice to international students
in the types of institutions, academic and
social

environments,

entry

requirements,

advisers

research

options

their

help
and

students
understand

application requirements. A wide range of
tuition, fees, and living costs make study
in the United States financially possible
for many international students. Additional
opportunities

for

limited

on-campus

employment help students defray living costs,
while internship experiences can provide
practical work experience.

The first step to studying in the United
States is researching your options to find
a college or university that best fits your
needs. You shouldn’t try to match yourself
to the school, but rather find the school
that matches you and your priorities and
long-term goals. Remember that no official
ranking system exists for colleges and
universities in the United States. The best

What sort of budget would an
international student need for living
expenses and tuition fees per year?

college or university is the one that is best
for you and meets your requirements—
academic, financial, and personal. At least
12 to 18 months prior to the academic

degree programs, and fields of study that are

Invest in yourself! The cost of living and

year in which you hope to attend a U.S.

available. Students can choose from a variety

studying varies across the United States. With

college or university, you should begin your

of academic areas, from the humanities

the right amount of planning and research,

research. Start by answering these basic

to science, technology, engineering, and

pursuing a U.S. higher education can be

questions:

math (STEM). U.S. institutions continue to

made affordable with high returns on your

lead in terms of the breadth of academic

investment. Start your financial planning as

specialisations and research opportunities

early as possible. Each year international

they offer. National and regional accreditation

students

systems ensure that U.S. institutions maintain

of financial assistance for their studies.

high academic standards.

However, competition is high. Applications for

• Which colleges or universities will meet
your needs?

financial aid go together with applications for

• Will you need financial assistance?

The

number

of

international

students

receive

significant

amounts

admission.

studying in the United States continues to

• Why do you want to study in the United
States?
• Where will you fit in best?

• What are the application and financial aid
deadlines?

increase each year. U.S. institutions welcome

When looking into studying in the United

international students because they bring

States, evaluating your finances should be

diverse perspectives and experiences to

one of the first things you do. As with any

campus to share with their classmates and

investment, you need to evaluate what’s best

community. Campus international student

for your educational and career goals and what

support services help students adjust to their

you are willing to spend. U.S. institutions offer

new academic and social environments. With

a wide array of programs with a wide array of

education in the United States. Visit www.

more than 4500 nationally and regionally

tuition and fees. The United States is a large

educationusa.state.gov or email EducationUSA

accredited institutions in the United States,

country and the cost of living varies greatly

Advisor Mayra Robles roblesmt@state.gov for

international students have many choices

from place to place. You need to assess your

more information.

• Where do you want to live in the United
States?
The U.S. Embassy’s academic advising office,
EducationUSA, offers free advising services to
students in Brunei who wish to pursue higher
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Why is the U.S usually the first choice
for many students who want to study
abroad?

EducationUSA

What are some of the prerequisites
needed to apply to higher education
institutions in the U.S.?

INTERVIEW FURTHER EDUCATION IN FRANCE

Photography by Greg Chin

STUDYING IN FRANCE
Interview with the French Ambassador to Brunei,
Mrs. Loan Forgeron

There are several key reasons why France

4. Advanced research programmes are available
with 31 of the world’s 500 largest corporations
located in France.

What sort of budget would an
international student need for living
expenses and tuition fees per year?

is the third top country which attracts

5. France is a global economic power with the

International students. After English, French

world’s sixth largest economy.

is the most widely studied language in the

6. It is home to cutting-edge industries and

subsidises a very large share of the actual

world. It is the world’s third most common

world-leading firms.

cost of higher education for students. No

business language and the second most
common language of international news
(OIF, 2014). In saying this, speaking French
is not a requirement to study there. You can

7. The country offers an environment which
is conductive to innovation and young
entrepreneurs.

One of the great advantages of studying
in France is that the French government

distinction is made between international
students
admission

and

French

students:

requirements,

the

awarded, and the attractive tuition rates are

start out in English as there’s a choice of

8. It also offers a pleasant environment which

over 1,200 programmes which are available

is located at the heart of Europe. In fact 9 out

in English. There are over 3,500 public and

of 10 international students have a positive

Licence (Bachelor) programme:

private Higher Education Institutions made up

view of their time spent in France and would

184 euros (BND280) per year

of 75 universities, 227 engineering schools,

recommend France as a study destination

220 management schools, 20 schools of

(Baromètre Campus France, 2013).

architecture, 120 colleges of arts and about

9. The richness of French culture and the

3000 specialised schools. Furthermore, after

inimitable way of life.

studying in France, students also have the
possibility to access the Provisional Residence
Authorisation

(Autorisation

Provisoire

de

Séjour, APS).
Here are ten significant reasons to study in
France:
1. The training is funded and certified by the
Government.
2. France offers quality higher education
which is adapted to the students’ needs.

the same.

Master programme:
256 euros (BND390) per year
PhD programme:
391 euros (BND595) per year

10. France is an attractive destination with
more than 295,000 international students at

The average monthly cost of living in

the postsecondary level (MENESR, 2014).

Paris is 1000 euros (BND1,520) per month

Tell us about some of the courses
available in your country that people
may not necessarily be aware of.

while the average cost drops to 800 euros
(BND1,215) per month in other French
cities.

All of the major areas of study are available like

For more information, go to www.singapore.

engineering, business and languages, as well

campusfrance.org,

as other areas such as fashion, gastronomy

page; Study in France – Singapore Office

and architecture. More information on other

or email study@ambafrance.sg.

3. French is an international language and

study options can be found on the website:

is the fifth most widely used language in the

www.singapore.campusfrance.org

world, with 274 million speakers.

the

degrees

visit

the

Facebook
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Why is France a country of choice for
students wanting to study abroad?

COLUMN JEAN BERNARD SAMPSON

"It may sound
strange that
passion could
be detrimental
to success."

Striking the Perfect Balance
How to AVOID burnout from doing what you love

M

ost

people

attribute

‘Success’ to ‘Passion’. The

But not all passionate individuals are

both read and update themselves

successful. The question is why?

on the latest developments in their

common assumption is that

field and spend time discussing work

passion drives the individual through

In recent years, a new understanding

processes. They love their work and

hardship and generates the fire for

of passion has emerged shedding

find it an important part of who they

success.

light on the circumstances when

are.

passion can lead to success and
when it hinders success.

Robert J. Vallerand, passion is ‘a

While both Simon and Dave are
‘passionate’ about their work, there

strong inclination toward an activity

It may sound strange that passion

are key differences between them.

that people like, that they find

could be detrimental to success. Let’s

Simon believes that his work is so

important, and in which they invest

consider these two cases: Simon and

important to him and that he could not

time and energy’.

Dave are colleagues in the accounting

live without it. He devotes himself fully

department of a corporation. They

to his work and cannot stop thinking
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According to social psychologist
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both Simon and Dave have passion



being a father, without the intrusive
thoughts of work activities.
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willing to forego important reunion

by his work, which eventually leads

Over time, Simon may develop

dinners with friends, sacrificing family

to tension with his other life activities.

a negative perception to work,

time and putting his hobbies and any

This weighs on Simon’s ability to

and yet is compelled to engage

pleasurable activities second to his

sustain his passion for his work and

with work due to the rewards. As

work. And despite being sick, tired

drives him towards an emotionally

such, Simon is likely to experience

and sometimes exhausted, Simon

drained state.

decreased
of

personal

engagement,
responsibility
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commitment when work conditions

time Simon’s attitude has created

able to fuel him with energy to fully

become challenging. Whereas in

conflicts between his work and his

engage with his work and to get a

Dave’s case, he is likely to develop

personal life. The conflicts are slowly

sense of satisfaction from it. Yet,

a more productive engagement

taking their toll on him and he is

it still allows him to pursue other

with his work. He experiences a

starting to feel increasingly drained

life activities, which seem to be

greater sense of autonomy over his

and disengaged at work.

protecting him from burnout.

choices, which boosts his sense
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On the other hand, there is Dave.

Both

have

experience will spill over how he

The guy who, amidst intense work

developed two distinct types of

generally feels about himself and

pressure, tight deadlines, and juggling

passion, professionally referred to as

will help him to sustain a positive

multiple projects, appears to still be

‘Obsessive Passion’ and ‘Harmonious

outlook on his life.

Passion’ respectively.
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The moral of the story is this: not all

MY

CY

makes time for social activities while

the individual engages in an activity

time to check ourselves so we can

CMY

attending to his role as a father of

because of a (perceived) reward, such

avoid obsessive passion and start

three children. Dave loves his work

as social acceptance, recognition,

building harmonious passion.

but also has other interests in life.

boost

At the end of a work day, he looks

competence etc., which can be self-

forward to spending quality time with

imposed or from external pressures

his children and his evening runs in

(e.g. society, peers, colleagues, family

the park. Dave’s flexible engagement

etc.). Hence, Simon feels compelled

with his work protects him from

to engage with work because of the

conflicts between work and personal

ensuing rewards. He loses control

life. In addition, focusing on other

over when he engages with the

activities after work allows him to

activity (work), which eventually takes

recharge himself. Hence, Dave is able

disproportionate space in his life

to step in at work everyday fresh and

leading to an unbalanced state.

K

Download a copy of our e-paper and enjoy our
variety of pullouts throughout the week
INSTRUCTIONS WALKTHROUGH

of

with a keen attitude, promoting a great
experience of satisfaction at work.

On the other hand, harmonious

Unlike Simon, Dave is protected from

passion puts an individual in control

experiencing the emotional drain and

of when to engage or disengage from

exhaustion.

an activity such as work. Hence Dave
develops a greater sense of control
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passions are the same! It’s probably

sense
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O ËÞÞú¬úËĘŤ ŤŎĘŕĵģŎŤŤúģĘ ĘËŤƸģŎĆ úŕ
ĘËË¾Ë¾ Ťģ ĵŎģēģŤË ŤõË ¬ģŰĘŤŎƻŋŕ ŤģŰŎúŕē úĘù
¾ŰŕŤŎƻ¹ ŤõË MúĘúŕŤËŎ ģÞ ģēēŰĘú¬ŤúģĘŕ ŕú¾
úĘ  ŎË¬ËĘŤ úĘŤËŎƷúËƸĻ
Ęæ ËŎõģŎēŤ Ťģ fËŎú fËŤú 6Ą
MŰŕŤĵĵ 6Ą fúŎŤ ¬úŤË¾ ŤõË mËē¢ŰŎģĘæ ¾úŕù
ŤŎú¬Ť Õ Ƹõú¬õ úŕ ¢ËúĘæ ēŎĆËŤË¾ ŕ Ę Ë¬ģù
ŤģŰŎúŕē ŕúŤËĻ 6Ë ŕú¾ mËē¢ŰŎģĘæ ĘËË¾ŕ 
ēģŎË ŎËĉú¢ĉË ĵŰ¢ĉú¬ ŤŎĘŕĵģŎŤ ŕƻŕŤËē Ťģ Ťù
ŤŎ¬Ť ēģŎË ŤģŰŎúŕŤŕĻ
ňË ŎË ŤĉĆúĘæ Ťģ ¢ģŤ ģĵËŎŤģŎŕ Ę¾
ŤŎƻúĘæ Ťģ ¬ģĘƷúĘ¬Ë ŤõËē ģĘ ŤõË ĘËË¾ Ťģ õƷË
 ŎËĉú¢ĉË ŤŎĘŕĵģŎŤ ŕƻŕŤËē¹ŉ õË ŕú¾Ļ
 Ťģ 6Ą MŰŕŤĵĵ ŕú¾ ¢ģŤ ģĵËŎŤģŎŕ
¬ĘŋŤ ŕúēĵĉƻ ƸúŤ ÞģŎ ŤõË ¢ģŤŕ Ťģ ¢Ë ÞúĉĉË¾ Űĵ
Ę¾ ģĘĉƻ ŤõËĘ ƸģŰĉ¾ ŤõËƻ ¾ËĵŎŤ ÞģŎ mËēù
¢ŰŎģĘæĻ
ňmõËŎË õŕ Ťģ ¢Ë  ķŎËæŰĉŎĸ ŕ¬õË¾ŰĉË ÞģŎ
¾ËĵŎŤŰŎË Ę¾ ŎŎúƷĉ ģÞ ¢ģŤ ŕËŎƷú¬ËŕĻ :
ŤõúĘĆ ŤõŤŋŕ úēĵģŎŤĘŤ¹ŉ õË ŕú¾Ļ
 Ťģ 6Ą MŰŕŤĵĵ ŕú¾ ŤõË ģĘæģúĘæ
¬ģĘŕŤŎŰ¬ŤúģĘ ģÞ ŤõË mËē¢ŰŎģĘæ Ŏú¾æË Ƹúĉĉ
ŕĵËË¾ Űĵ ŤŎƷËĉĉúĘæ ŤúēË ÞŎģē ŤõË ēúĘĉĘ¾
Ťģ mËē¢ŰŎģĘæĻ 6Ë õģĵË¾ ēģŎË õģŤËĉŕ Ę¾
ŕõģĵĵúĘæ ¬ËĘŤŎËŕ Ƹúĉĉ ¢Ë ¬ģĘŕŤŎŰ¬ŤË¾ úĘ
mËē¢ŰŎģĘæ Ťģ ¬¬ģēģ¾ŤË ŤģŰŎúŕŤŕĻ

In the case of obsessive passion,

self-esteem,
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often than not, he leaves on time and
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with a smile and great energy. More
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mõúŕ ƻÌŎŋŕ
ŕĉÌŕ ÞģŎ
ēģģĘ¬ĆÌŕ õƷÌ
¢ÌÌĘ ƷÌŎƻ æģģ¾
Ę¾ ƸÌ ŎÌ ĘģƸ
ĉÌÞŤ ƸúŤõ ĉúēúŤÌ¾
ŕŤģ¬ĆĻ

of self-worth. And this positive

able to walk in the office day after day
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On the other hand, Dave’s passion is
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through his emails from home. Over
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hours, staying in the office till late,

would still show up in the office or get






He is willing to put in long working

As shown in the two cases above,

     

       

about work even on his way home.

                       

In recent years, research has shown

over his choice of activities both

that, besides other social factors,

work and non-work related. With a

a key factor contributing to the

greater sense of autonomy Dave has

difference between thriving and being

a positive experience with work, and

burnt out at work is the attitude each

when off work he is able to give his

individual has towards work.

full attention to his other life roles e.g.
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Photos courtesy of Fakhri Ismail, Jaspar Yu & Maizurah Rahim
The Bruneian Contingent at the Rio 2016 Olympic Games pose with HRH Prince Haji Sufri Bolkiah,
President of the Brunei Darussalam National Olympic Council, in front of the Olympic Rings

dreams come true
1. Jaspar with Tony Parker 2. Fakhri holding the Brunei Flag proudly during the Opening Ceremony 3. Bruneian Contingent with HRH
Prince Haji Sufri Bolkiah in the Athletes’ Dining Hall 4. Fakhri with Nickel Ashmeade 5. Maizurah with Justin Gatlin 6. Fakhri competing
in Round 1 7. Jaspar with Novak Djokovic 8. Maizurah with Trayvon Bromell 9. Fahkri with Pau Gasol 10. Jaspar with Neymar 11.
Maizurah with Allyson Felix 12. Fakhri with Usain Bolt 13. Jaspar with Lin Dan

We had the privilege of spending an afternoon with Maizurah

Jaspar, for example, decided to defer completing his university

Abdul Rahim, Fakhri Ismail and Jaspar Yu, the three Olympians

degree in order to train in Indonesia for a year, and subsequently

who represented Brunei in the Rio 2016 Games. Even though

spent many lonely months in Japan and Korea training at the

it has been two months since the Olympics, they reminisced

highest level. Fakhri spoke about his strict diet with Energy

already eyeing next year’s SEA games, hoping to take part in

in the surroundings and appreciating the crowd. I had to hold

about the event just like it was yesterday. We spoke about the

Kitchen prior to the Olympics and the gruelling daily training

the Heptathlon.

back tears after the game, it was indeed a dream come true for

tension prior to their big games, the flag bearing moment when

regime (physical training in the morning, speed training in the

Fakhri marched into the Maracanã stadium during the opening

afternoon, seven days a week). Meanwhile, Maizurah had just

ceremony and we even got a peek at the pictures of the

one year to switch gears from being a long distance runner to a

superstar athletes that they rubbed shoulders with whilst there.

200-metre sprinter.

me. It was really emotional.”
So what does it feel like to have your dreams come true?
As for Fakhri and Maizurah, it was a completely different
Jaspar described the experience vividly, as he recounted how

experience altogether, as their sprints only lasted less than

he tried to savour the full 50 minutes of his second (and last)

half a minute. “The competition went by so fast that it was

Having spent almost a month together in Rio, the strong bond

Looking back at all the hard work, these Olympians unanimously

game. “It was a full capacity crowd in the indoor stadium. The

over before you could even digest what had happened. But

and chemistry between the athletes was very obvious. The

agreed that the sacrifices had been worth it for this once in a

Brazilian fans were supportive and passionate, just like you

nothing compares to running before a capacity crowd of

three of them had many personal traits in common. They were

lifetime experience. This experience at the Olympics has only

would expect them to behave when you watch a Brazilian

75,000.” Recalled Fakhri. Incidentally, Fakhri made history for

engaging, down to earth and confident. And they all adored

increased their resolve to continue trying to beat their own

game of football. They even shouted out my name, Jaspar!

our country by becoming the first Bruneian to progress from

Usain Bolt and got to take selfies with him. However, underlying

personal best records at future international events. Fakhri, for

Jaspar! Brunei! Brunei! I have never experienced anything like

the preliminaries to Round 1 of the Men’s 100m with a time of

their easy-going attitude; all three of them had made great

example, who only just returned from the Malaysia Open last

this before and I didn’t want it to end. Even though I played a

10.92s; while Maizurah achieved her personal best crossing the

sacrifices to get to their level. Throughout our conversation,

week, won bronze in the 4x100m relay for Brunei; while up to

good game and had some good chances against World No 34

line of the Women’s 200m in 28.02 seconds.

it became apparent that these three are fiercely competitive

a week ago Jaspar competed in Korea and will be competing

Pablo Abian of Spain, he was simply too good! Things went

and have a hunger to achieve more and to set even higher

in Taipei next weekend. On the other hand, Maizurah who is

into slow motion towards the end. I was fully present in the

We invite you to read on to get a better insight into their

standards.

just 17, is continuing to prepare for her GCE O’Levels, but is

moment, thinking about how to outdo my opponent, taking

experiences:
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A Special Feature on Brunei’s Representatives
at the 2016 Rio Olympic Games

JASPAR YU WOON CHAI

MAIZURAH ABDUL RAHIM

Age: 27 years
Event: Badminton Men's Singles
Graduated from UBD
(Bachelor of Art, Majoring in Geography
and Development)

Age: 17 years
Event: Athletics Women’s 200m
Occupation: Student
School: Anthony Abell College

Photography by Riley Khoo & Greg Chin

How has the experience of participating in
this year’s Olympics helped you to raise the
level of your game in badminton?
After the Olympics I felt better and stronger as an athlete. I
know what I am good at and where I need to put in a lot more
effort. The Olympics has made me realise that I can compete
against the best players in the world at the highest level if I
continue to work hard. Rio 2016 has given me a new found
confidence, a new Jaspar!

What is the most important lesson that you
learnt from participating in the Olympic
games?
The atmosphere at the Olympics was very addictive. It is the
best place to be if you’re an athlete and it will make you crave
for more. I have learnt that making it into one Olympics is not
enough. I am now a lot more serious and my expectations for
myself to do well are a lot greater than before - all because I
want to perform at the highest level again. I can’t predict the
future, but if I’m in peak condition the ultimate dream will be
the challenge of being at the Tokyo Games in 2020.
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Is playing badminton your full time job? What
advice would you give to talented young
individuals wanting to pursue your career
path?
I was never a full time athlete. I always had to juggle school,
university, work, training and tournaments abroad. Young
athletes in Brunei who wish to go far in sports must be
good with time management. I strongly believe that formal
education and co-curricular activities can co-exist and it
should never be used as an excuse if neither works out.

When you’re in class, give your full attention. When you’re
self-studying, make sure you learn. When you’re in training,
make sure you’re focused. In this day and age, everyone is
entitled and should aim to achieve excellence in both formal
academics and co-curricular activities. I wish our young
athletes all the very best!

Tell us about your training regime leading up
to the Olympics.
Prior to the Olympics, I spent about two months in Japan
training with the Yonex Badminton Team. Back in 2014, I also
spent eight months in NTT East Badminton Japan so I feel
very comfortable whenever I’m in Japan. I trained for about
eight hours a day in Japan, a typical 9am - 5pm on weekdays
and half-day during the weekends. It was very tough but never
once did I think about giving up. The Japanese are known to
be workaholics and are extremely disciplined people and I
feel I have learnt that well. I am extremely lucky to be doing
something that I enjoy and will absolutely give my 100%.

How do you see your badminton career in the
future?
I am 27 years old now. Looking into the future, there will be
two more major events, which I will be working really hard
towards. The 2018 Commonwealth Games and the 2020
Olympics. In between both major events, I expect there will
be countless obstacles, big challenges and tough times to
pull through. So I’m always taking it one step at a time. I will
be setting realistic targets every few months and seeing how
I progress every now and then. No one can see too far ahead,
but having self-confidence going forward is very important
and also staying very positive about the future.

"The experience in Rio made me
more dedicated to train smart,
to dream big just like the most
successful athletes do."

Describe for us your experience of competing
at the Olympics.

Did you ever imagine being an Olympic runner
before you were selected?

I have learned a lot from competing at the Olympics
because this was my very first time competing in the biggest
competition of my life.

Yes, of course. I always imagined being an Olympic runner
before being selected. I always watched YouTube videos
about Olympic dreams. While watching these videos I would
remind myself that someday I would be able to compete at the
Olympics. I combined effort, determination and dedication in
order to achieve my hopes and dreams.

The experience of competing with world-class athletes is a
precious feeling that I will never forget for the rest of my life.
It taught me how to be brave and to overcome obstacles.
Competing against world-class athletes (who are much more
stronger/faster than me and older than me) taught me that
nothing compares to competing on this stage. I also learnt
how to adapt to the weather conditions in Rio, which at that
time was very cold. I am very grateful to have experienced
the world’s biggest competition at my young age, as this
could be useful someday for my future preparations as I still
have a long journey ahead of me in order to make my dreams
become reality. I also felt proud and grateful to be able to
create history for my country – being the youngest female
athlete from Brunei to compete at the Olympics.

How did you prepare for the Olympics?
I trained almost every day in the afternoon as I had regular
classes to attend in the morning. During my preparation for
the Olympics, of course there were some obstacles and there
were also ups and downs. I just had to get through them no
matter what - I just kept on working out and Alhamdulillah,
with the support of my family, friends and people around me,
I managed to get through it positively.

How has this experience in Rio changed you?
This experience in Rio has changed me a lot especially my
mindset. It made me more dedicated to train smart, to dream
big just like the most successful athletes do. It also helped
me in terms of having self-discipline in all aspects of my life,
especially in training.

What was your most unforgettable moment?
My most unforgettable moment was being able to step onto
the Olympic track and compete against world-class athletes
and being able to run for the Nation.

Which games did you enjoy watching live in
the audience during the Olympics?
I really enjoyed watching Athletics, especially the 100m
events because Usain Bolt was there!
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"I strongly believe that formal
education and co-curricular
activities can co-exist and it
should never be used as an
excuse if neither works out."

MOHAMED FAHKRI ISMAIL
Event: Athletics Men’s 100m
Age: 25 years
Profession: Surveyor at the
Ministry of Development

"Running against
world-class athletes
gave me the boost to
run my best..."

Describe to us the experience of being a flag
bearer for Brunei at the 2016 Rio Olympics.
I felt honoured being a flag bearer at the Olympics because
it was a once in a lifetime experience. It was a very proud
and happy moment for me to represent my country to march
into a stadium full of people with the world watching and
family and friends cheering at home. It is truly hard to put the
experience into words, as I am still smiling thinking about it
today.

At this year’s Olympics, Brunei was
represented by three athletes. While we
may not be at the level of medal contention,
being represented in the Olympics has made
the whole country proud. How has racing
alongside the best runners in the world
shaped you as an athlete?
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I was nervous and excited. Running against world-class
athletes gave me the boost to run my best even though there
was a big difference in our levels. It doesn’t get better than
the opportunity to run before a crowd of 70,000 people in a
fully packed stadium watching you. It was almost unreal.

off the track. A highlight for me was definitely at the dining
hall, where we got to mingle with athletes from all over the
world and we would sometimes run into some sports stars.

Who were the famous sports stars you saw
in Rio?
I saw Usain Bolt, Serena Williams, Pau Gasol, Rafael Nadal,
Justin Gatlin, Yohan Blake and the list goes on. These people
are larger than life on TV. When you see them in person they
have the aura of champions but at the same time, they are
also ordinary people. It is really hard to describe.

What were some of the events that you
enjoyed watching live at the Olympics?
Definitely track and field. I enjoyed watching all my favourite
athletes competing. Especially the Men’s 400m when Wayde
Van Niekerk broke the world record and also my idol Usain
Bolt winning the Men’s 100m.

What was your experience like in Rio?

Our neighbour, Joseph Schooling won the
first Gold Medal for Singapore in the Men’s
100m Butterfly swimming event. How has this
audacious achievement inspired you and the
national Bruneian team?

We spent almost a month in Rio. It was hard to adapt to the
weather because it was very cold for me. On the other hand,
the atmosphere encouraged me to want to wake up early
to train; watch my diet; and focus only on the game. I was
motivated to train much harder and to push myself even
further, the way that world-class athletes train both on and

I was surprised actually. An athlete from ASEAN winning a
gold medal! It felt like Brunei had also won a gold medal. I
was inspired and he proves that anyone from ASEAN can
win a gold medal at the Olympics with the right amount of
dedication and support from family, friends, government and
private organisations.

FEATURE MAN-CHING CHAN

A Foreigner’s
Passion for
Brunei
Feature on Man-Ching Chan, renowned
action director now working in Brunei
When I asked Man-Ching Chan why he swapped
his 30-year career working in film (of which 18
of those years were spent working with Jackie
Chan) to work in a small film production company
in Brunei, I didn’t expect that this casual question
would turn into a source of real inspiration.
Man-Ching, at 51, is very conscious of his age.
He mentioned his age at least three times in our
short conversation. Age is perhaps a reminder
to him of his own mortality and the urgent need
to pass on to others the invaluable knowledge
and experience that he has gained in the
entertainment industry. “If I was gone tomorrow,
all the experiences would go with me into the
ground, wasted. Unless I pass on everything I
learn. I am 51. How many more times am I going
to wake up tomorrow?” he spoke with conviction.
Why Brunei?
Man-Ching could have chosen to pass on his
knowledge anywhere in the world, but why Brunei?
This was the main question that puzzled me.
He humbly explained that, “Back in Hong Kong and
China, where the entertainment industry is mature,
there are many people who possess my skillset. But

"If I was gone
tomorrow, all
the experiences
would go with
me into the
ground, wasted."

when I arrived in Brunei seven years ago, I realised
the sense of hunger in the young people’s eyes.
They are willing to learn. It was unlike anything I had
experienced in a long time. What surprised me the
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people here are! All they lack is the right exposure
and opportunities.”

Man-Ching Chan (right) on set.

Photos courtesy of Man-Ching Chan
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most was how talented and determined some of the

history books. “Being an Action Director for the film,
Yasmine, has permanently stamped my name in
Brunei’s history. Yasmine, as you know, was the first
Brunei International Feature Film. That is something
money can’t buy.” While the budget was smaller
than a tiny fraction of his usual movie budgets, the
amount of fulfillment in completing this project was
unmatched.
Man-Ching remembered the uphill battle he fought
together with Siti Kamaluddin, knocking on different
government department’s doors to get clearance
to make the film. He also reminisced about the
Man-Ching Chan (left) with Siti
Kamaluddin (centre) and Liyana Yus,
Yasmine lead actress (right) at Xi’an
Silk Road International Film Festival

hardship of trying to find sponsors for the film.
“Filming was virtually unheard of during that time,
we had a lot of explaining to do back then. But
look at today, the number of local productions that
worked, he was the most hardworking person in the

demeanor in most social settings when you meet

group. But when he finished working, he’d make

him, he is anything but mild when it comes to work.

sure all his crew were well taken care of. There was

His demand for exceptional standards of discipline

no hierarchy whatsoever, and everyone was treated

and commitment is just one of the practices he

as equals. This is how he could command respect

brings with him to Brunei gained from decades of

and loyalty and get the best out of everyone working

experience working in Hong Kong.

with him.

unprecedented in this country. Aside from joining
the production of the film, Yasmine as an Action
Director, Man-Ching and his business partner,
Siti Kamaluddin have also produced a series of
high quality short films and commercials for large
corporations in Brunei and internationally.
Man-Ching has witnessed many Bruneians learn the
craft of filmmaking throughout the last seven years.
Unsurprisingly, not many were able to meet his high
expectations; some lasted an hour, a day or a week.
But on the other hand, there were others who went
on to excel in this career. He was most proud of
these young achievers, as he believes it is his calling
to pass on everything he knows to those Bruneians
who are interested in learning.
Off set, Man-Ching treats everyone as a friend.
INSPIRE
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“That is one of the most important lessons that I
learned from Jackie Chan,” he said. When Jackie

Coming to Brunei

have surfaced since Yasmine has been extremely
encouraging,” he said.
Another highlight of his career in Brunei was
choreographing His Majesty’s Bersama Rakyat
event in conjunction with His Majesty’s 69th Birthday
Celebration. Man-Ching recalled, the team worked
hard for months to make the event a success. It was
all worth it in the end, when he saw the smile and
nod of approval from His Majesty from backstage.

How did Man-Ching end up in Brunei?

“How many people can say they have put on a show

About eight years ago, he met Siti Kamaluddin on a

for the King of a country?” he said fondly.

set in Kuala Lumpur. He remembers vividly the tiny

Brunei?” Man-Ching would use the opportunity
to tell the people that he is here to “give to your
community.” “I love your country and I want to
contribute to it.” Often, such a remark is met with
an initial silence, followed by a warm embrace of
appreciation for his efforts. And Man-Ching never
fails to challenge local people to join in the movement
“to do something, anything for their country.”
Man-Ching’s Story
Man-Ching Chan entered the entertainment industry
the gymnastic skills which he acquired during his

hustling and asking questions. “Siti was different

childhood. Little did he realise that this skill would

from many people I met in Malaysia. She had good

have such a profound impact on his life. He was

fundamentals and she knew what she was talking

selected as a stuntman at the age of 14 because as

about, perhaps because she started at the bottom.

a gymnast, he knew “how to fall gracefully” without

Not only that, she was extremely intelligent and

hurting himself. His knowledge in gymnastics also

was as driven as anyone I’ve met in Hong Kong,”

prepared him to choreograph some of the biggest

he recalls. Their friendship grew when Man-Ching

fighting scenes in Kung Fu drama history such as

mentored and shared his experience with Siti on

Rush Hour, Who Am I and Drunken Master Part

different aspects of filmmaking. Later on, Siti was

2, to name a few. Man-Ching has worked on over

able to convince him to join her team as an Action

100 films in his career and even choreographed the

Director for her first feature film.

action for Guillermo Del Toro’s Hellboy II. He was
also a stunt double for Michelle Yeoh in Police Story

Leaving a Legacy

me, he was referring to leaving his name in Brunei’s

Whenever he is asked, “What are you doing in

at the tender age of 14 as a stuntman because of

hardworking Malay girl from Brunei who was always

The third time that Man-Ching mentioned his age to

Do something for your Country

when she was just starting her career in Hong Kong’s
Man-Ching Chan, centre in black, on the
set of Rush Hour with Jackie Chan

entertainment industry. His ambition is to pass on
his knowledge in filmmaking to fellow Bruneians.
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While Man-Ching has a mild, respectful and humble

Origin Films raised the bar to a point that was

Man-Ching Chan directing on set

COLUMN HJH ZAINAB OMAR

THE RECIPE FOR DOING YOUR BEST WORK
One of the distinct attributes that
drives and motivates an employee
at the workplace and sets him or her
apart from others is the amount of
passion that is inherent in the person.
An employee that is passionate about
his or her work will not see challenges
as chores but rather as opportunities
to make contributions and changes
for the better. A passionate person
will go the extra miles to overcome
the challenges placed upon them
without expecting much in tangible
returns. For a passionate person the
make changes in positive directions
or at least contributing to the change

your work, however one should not

organisations

forget that too much of a good thing

current economic climate.

especially

in

the

process for a better outcome.

can also have repercussions. If an
individual is too passionate about

Lastly,

Passion can be inherent in a person

a topic without having a rationale

catches my attention, passionate

(especially if associated with “fad”

people tend to love to be involved

subjects) then logic will go out the

in voluntary work whether it is at

window. This can pave the way for

the workplace or in society. They

unreasonable or unwanted situations.

are selfless and relentless in their

In the worst case scenario individuals

pursuit of helping to shape of a

can get too emotional and are not able

better future for everyone. They are

to rise above the situation in order to

so full of energy and love to spread

regulate or derive a positive outcome.

positivity around them no matter

or it could start from nothing and
continue to grow depending on
the nature of the subject that grips
the person’s heart. On the other
hand, passion that is connected to
a seasonal or periodical focus can
fade in time especially once the goal
is attained for example, “fad” related
subjects. The latter can also transpire

something

that

always

how exhausting the work can be.
many

They sometimes laugh in the face

unemployed graduates in my day-

of exhaustion. They are indeed a

immediately dies down.

to-day work and have engagements

special breed of individuals. To all

with them and one of the frequently

of the passionate people out there,

Organisations

recurring

being

I salute you and please keep up the

passionate about what you do. The

great work that you are doing for a

majority agree that passion can

better Brunei.

through affiliation with others but once
the affiliation goes away the passion

need

passionate

people especially if they are service
oriented. Schools need passionate
teachers to shape the students from
an early age. Personally, I can recall
memories from my school days where
I can connect success not only to
hard work but also to the influence
of passionate educators. Educators
can influence the students positively
or negatively. Hopefully our educators
are mostly made up of passionate
people.
So

far

Recently,

I

came

topics

is

across

about

be visibly seen and it can make a
difference in their lives. However, I
am also saddened by the fact that
with this realisation some still will not
even bother to make a transformation
for their future. My plea, is for
those young people to transit to a
positive work life mentality and its
expectations as quickly as possible.
Pro-activeness is also akin to passion
hence this should be embraced by

I

have

shared

thoughts

mostly on the positive aspects of
being passionate about a topic or

them. Many employers are looking for
those passionate future employees
who can make a difference in their

Hjh Zainab is a
HR Professional
& Mentor. She
was active in the
Oil & Gas Industry for the past 30+
years. She has significant business
experience gained in a multi cultural
environment in Brunei (BSP, Brunei
LNG), Oman, Qatar and Europe
in the areas of HR & Learning and
Development. She is passionate
about people development and
upholds the mantra ‘don’t let others
tell you what you can’t do and show
them what you can do”.
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reward is in seeing their contributions

FEATURE DENISE CHAI

giving
everything
she’s got!

She thinks big and dreams even bigger! Denise Chai

academic achievements; and from the latter, I gained

is not shy to admit that when opportunity knocks on

more confidence in myself and also the ability to think

her door she’s not afraid to open it. Once given the

independently. I remember that my parents were

chance, this petite but gutsy entrepreneur will scale

adamant that my siblings and I all received an all-rounded

to great heights and dive deep into the unknown. As

education. So I also did private piano and swimming

long as Denise makes up her mind to do something,

lessons. I think that my education has definitely instilled

she certainly will do it.

in me the conviction to chase my dreams.” However,
she added, “I would not be where I am today without
the help and encouragement of my entire family. Both

At just 21 years old, Denise decided to embark on

of my parents have been incredibly supportive. They

her first business venture. Armed with a Degree in

have been pillars of strength and a source of wisdom –

Commerce from Monash University in Melbourne and

advising and helping me in all of my endeavours, and for

a keen interest in fashion, Denise headed straight into

that I will always be truly grateful.”
shopping and the friendly people. Denise admitted that

the world of business. Possessing no prior experience
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"Listen to
yourself and
follow your
intuition."

Photo courtesy of Denise Chai

Photography by Riley Khoo

in this field, she quickly realised that there was a great

Taking life by the reins!

deal to learn about the practicalities of running and

But as the saying goes, “All work and no play makes

managing her own business. But instead of cowering

Denise a dull girl!” Denise knows only too well the

before the obstacles she faced, she made up her mind

difficulties that women face in terms of building a business

to “walk boldly through them.” She said, “I believe in

and living a balanced life. This is why she makes sure

taking things one step at a time. So slowly but surely I

to set aside quality time for activities which she enjoys

overcame each obstacle.” Besides having to deal with

such as diving, hiking, yoga, art and of course, travelling.

Even though to some her life may appear to be perfect,

the logistics of running a business, she also had to deal

She recalled that her first adventure was scuba diving

Denise is only human and like everyone else, she has

with the “doubters” and “nay-sayers”. Being strong-

in Sipadan. “I was curious about diving so when I got

her own personal concerns. Staying healthy is one of her

willed, she counteracted this negativity by being more

the opportunity to go to Sipadan I did! At that time my

main concerns, so she strives to lead a healthy lifestyle.

positive, focused and committed to accomplishing her

parents were a bit concerned about me going on this

She’s tries to eat healthily, exercises and tries to learn

goals – and she did it! Now in business for eight years,

type of adventure but I had the most memorable time!”

more about naturopathy. Denise also admitted that

Denise currently co-manages four businesses with over

Another one of Denise’s favourite recreational activities

there are some days when small doubts and negative

60 employees. She said, “Experience has taught me

is hiking. It helps her to feel rejuvenated and ready to

thoughts creep into her mind – but she banishes them

that women who are in business need to have their own

tackle any task. Just say the word “hike” and Denise

immediately by reminding herself of all the positive

identity. They need to know what they want to achieve

is ready to swap her stilettos for hiking boots, and her

things in her life; and by being grateful for them. This

and stay focused. Before starting my first business I

designer dress for comfortable trekking attire! In fact,

young entrepreneur has certainly come a long way

knew that I was passionate about fashion and travelling.

Denise has conquered The Pinnacles in Mulu twice! She

and has learnt many lessons which have helped her to

So the business seemed like a great way to combine

says, “Life is like a mountain and we are all climbing to

surmount the challenges which she’s encountered. She

both of those interests. After opening up a few other

reach the summit. Sometimes the path maybe difficult,

stated, “Firstly, listen to yourself and follow your intuition;

food businesses, my sister and I finally opened ‘Rack

but what matters is that we can never stop and give

secondly, set small achievable goals; thirdly, let your

& Brew’ in 2015 – a café which perfectly combines

up. We just have to stay calm and focused and we can

actions do the talking; fourthly, no matter how bad the

everything that we love – fashion and food! This was a

achieve more than we think possible!” She added, “I’ve

situation is, you have to keep going; fifthly, you should

wonderful accomplishment!”

also been practicing yoga off and on for about six years

never stop learning; and finally, always remember, to

and this has taught me to accept the ups and downs

help others.” Denise is currently a member of Global

Recognising the importance of having a solid

in life and I believe that this has helped me to better

Shapers Brunei and was actively involved with the career

foundation

manage my businesses. Painting is another hobby

counselling programme at the Rimba 11 Secondary

Denise recognises that there are two important pillars

which I started about a year ago at Jo’s Art Gallery. I

School. She explained that her aim is to get more

that have enabled her to become the diligent and

really enjoy it and have so far completed a couple of

involved with activities that make a positive contribution

motivated person that she is today. She said, “I received

artworks.” Denise also travels extensively both in Asia

to the community. It must be said that Denise Chai is not

a very sound education which I gained from attending

and Europe for business and leisure - and needless to

one to be a spectator on the sidelines; she’s willing to

both the Chinese and international schools. From the

say, she loves it! One of her favourite cities is Prague,

get into the arena and try new things and is prepared to

former, I learnt about discipline and the importance of

she likes the bustling life along the river, the architecture,

think differently and take action!

she gets a lot of new ideas and inspiration from her trips
overseas. And she also believes that travelling helps her
to become a more versatile and adaptable person – able
to deal with any situation, good or bad!
Letting her actions do the talking
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Denise Chai tries to approach every
situation with optimism, conviction
and conscious commitment.

Learning to walk boldly

FEATURE Junior achievers - LOUIS TAN

Louis and the rest
of the volunteers
have given a total
of 9,000 lesson
hours to 1,500
students across
35 schools.

Photos courtesy of Louis Tan

Introducing Financial Literacy to Schools

Louis Tan explained that one of the biggest rewards that he gets from teaching children about
personal finance is when he sees the child’s face light up when he or she understands the concept
of budgeting. To most people, this seemingly mundane topic doesn’t seem like such a big deal
but to Louis, it has become a life mission to teach the children of Brunei about the concept of
money management.

Why is this important?

volunteers from all walks of life, including: business

“Because the future of our country
depends on it. Imagine if we raise a
generation of people who are savvy
with personal finance, the economy
would inevitably be vibrant and strong
– regardless of the oil price.” said
Louis.

people, college students, parents and retirees from

He belongs to an international NGO called Junior
Achievement (JA) which was started in 1919
by Theodore Vail and Horace Moses. The core
INSPIRE
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purpose of JA is to inspire and prepare young
people to succeed in a global economy. It focuses
on areas of financial literacy, work readiness and
entrepreneurship. To date, JA has 218,896 classroom

all over the world. Since Louis started this initiative
two years ago in Brunei, there are now about 30 JA
volunteers.
Prior to his full time position with JA, Louis was a
Relationship Manager with a leading Bruneian bank
who handled corporate clients. While he still deals
with finance, the clients he faces on a day to day
basis couldn’t be more different. Nothing he did in
the bank prepared him for this new role. The clients
are loud, funny and often times unpredictable with
their questions and responses. However, there is
nothing that he can’t handle because he has a set
of proven modules that has stood the test of time.
Budgeting is in fact one of the most popular modules

amongst students, as it is taught using a game

Currently, his biggest challenge is to recruit more

format in which each student is given a different job

volunteers to coach students. The selection criteria

title so hence, each one gets a different paycheck.

is quite simple, you need to be passionate and have

For example, if you are a given the role of a doctor

a positive outlook; have a basic level of literacy;

your salary would be more than that of a janitor.

and have your own transportation. Training will be

Students are then assigned to budget their monthly

provided by Louis before you are sent out to teach

expenses according to their paycheck. They are

in schools.

taught to allocate money for rental, electricity,
mobile phone bills, clothing and charity. Yes, charity.

How is he funded in order to run the Junior

The program doesn’t just teach finance, but instills

Achievement program full time? Like many NGOs,

good values which will hopefully have a positive

Louis relies on the generosity of sponsorship. In this

effect on the student’s character. For example, kids

instance, JA Brunei is funded by HSBC and Baiduri

are taught why giving to charity is important. They

Bank. Sponsorship can come in different forms -

are also taught about the ethical way of handling

monetary or time. In the latter case, companies can

money. On a subliminal level, children are also

assign man-hours to volunteers to join him in his

exposed to various job scenarios that offer different

school programs.

levels of salaries, these are real examples which
may help them to choose wisely for the future.

When asked how this job is different from what he
did before? Louis Tan explained that he still works

In the last two years, with the help of the Ministry of

from 8am to 5pm, Monday to Friday. In fact, he often

Education, Louis and the rest of the volunteers have

works on most Saturdays too – when he is needed

given a total of 9,000 lesson hours to 1,500 students

to teach in public schools. Louis is working harder

across 35 schools. A remarkable achievement by

than ever before, and for less pay. However, the kind

any measure, but to him, this is just scratching

of fulfillment that he gets from this role is priceless

the surface. Louis’ dream is to reach out to all

and “difficult to explain.” Louis also said that he now

250 schools within Brunei, and to introduce the

sleeps much better at night. As he put it, it is simply

JA curriculum to the future generation. With this

a labour of love. “If you can’t understand that, I can’t

ambition in mind, 30 volunteers are not enough.

explain it to you.”
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A Labour of Love

COLUMN HUIFONG NG

ART

FROM WITHIN US
Photo courtesy

As traveling usually starts with great
anticipation, mine was no exception.
Italy is one of the countries that I love
the most. Initially, it was because of
the love for classical arts but it later
grew into something more…
I painted and took a language course
in Florence; traveled to Rome to visit

"Friendship:

of Huifong Ng

gratitude for all that strangers and

A work of art that
each of us, regardless
of culture or
differences, is able to
produce..."

friends from a different culture had
blessed me with.
I love Italy for their classical arts and
the imaginary ghosts of Leonardo
da Vinci and Michelangelo rubbing
shoulders with me on cold, wet
rainy nights as I strolled alone on
the streets of Florence. But, some

art exhibitions and galleries; and
visited my artist friend and his family

as I bowed with my hands placed

things are not imaginary – like

in Pietralunga, an ancient city in the

together.

friendship.

With heavy hearts, we bade farewell.

I

Italian region of Umbria.
many

stories

I took the next train to Umbertide

art that I searched for and I finally

San Giovanni, where I took another

where

wife

found. A work of art that each of us,

train to Umbertide. My friend and his

welcomed me with warm, open arms.

regardless of culture or differences,

my

friend

and

his

is able to produce…

and together, we drove to their home

Upon arriving at their home in

in Pietralunga.

Pietralunga, I learned that they had

w/Installation

CALL: 8748233

gathered

train from Florence to Perugia Ponte

wife were waiting there to receive me

$1,288

have

along my art journey. There’s one

One early morning, I hopped onto a

A friendship.

prepared their son’s room for me as
their son had gladly offered to stay the

It

in the little town of San Giovanni, I

night at his grandparents’. I insisted

ingredient.

walked into a café, ordered a piece of

on staying in a hotel but the three of

cake and a cup of hot coffee, and sat

them exclaimed together, “We want to

down in a quiet corner. The waitress

thank you for visiting us. This is our

and I started a casual conversation.

Italian hospitality!”

Then while waiting for the next train

Robus 600
Made in Italy

requires

only

one

simple

Love.

$688

and had been traveling throughout

I told them about that little moment of

Italy, she and her customer paid for

friendship I had earlier encountered

my meal.

and how I was told that same phrase.
We all shared a good laugh and

“We just want to say thank you

w/Installation

couldn’t have agreed more about that.

for loving Italy. This is our Italian
hospitality!”

Made in Malaysia

The next day, I left for Florence. As
the train was arriving, my friends

re
ecu

S
Email: secure@yappegroup.com

Showroom:
Kuala Belait Outlet: No: 32, Grd Floor, Jln Pretty, Kuala Belait, Brunei. Tel: 3330379, 3341390
Menglait Outlet: Unit No: 13, Grd Floor, Muhibbah Complex II, Kg Menglait, Jln Gadong.Tel: 8748233
Serusop Outlet: Unit No. 8, GrdFloor, Block A, Hassanin Complex, Jln Muara, Brunei. Tel: 2341470

“Grazie mille (Thank you very much)!

and I gave each other huge teddy

And, I will return your hospitality with

bear hugs. I left with a heavy heart;

our oriental way of gratitude,” I said

a heart that was filled with enormous

Huifong Ng is an
author, painter
and poet. Her
book, “A Cup of
Simplicity” blends
poetry with art to depict the simple
pleasures in everyday life. She is an
intuitive artist who sometimes paints
without a model, a reference or photo.
Beyond Brunei, Huifong’s work has
been exhibited in Italy and Singapore.
She is also the recipient of the Premio
Speciale award from Biennale of Art,
Umbria, Italy.
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After learning that I had come from afar
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COLUMN Dr Jana Heilmaier

Do it with passion
or not at all!
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Recently during a very long flight
I noticed that a passenger on the
movie. This movie was a tribute to
Um Hong-gil, who was attempting
to climb Mount Everest. During the
climb two of his best friends die but
he was driven to succeed regardless
of the difficult circumstances. He
made a promise that he would
reach their goal. In the end, love
and passion for friendship and for
reaching the summit – led to his
success.

Movie poster
from The
Himalayas,
based on Um
Hong-gil’s
trek up Mount
Everest.’

Throughout history there are
numerous examples of how human
beings have progressed because
of passion. There’s Alexander the
Great who conquered countries on
a horse with just an idea; Nikola
Tesla, an inventor who’s passion
led to the design of the modern
alternating current (AC) electricity

"Passion is a driving force that makes people
never want to quit; never feel tired while
working; and it enables people to reach
extraordinary heights."
Feed your passion!

supply system; Mahatma Gandhi,

Little
Musicians

later he died.

(Age 12 mths to 3 years old)

My personal hero will always be 91

Schwarzenegger a bodybuilder

year old Prof. Wolf, the founder of

Eckhart Tolle, ‘The Power of Now’:

from a small Austrian town who

Goethe University in Pressburg. I

Then one becomes unbeatable,

became a well-known politician in

met him as a publisher, he was a tiny

and everything else including

the USA. During an interview, Former

well-dressed gentleman with a weak

money arrives automatically.

U.S President Clinton told one of

voice. I was told then, that he had a

the journalists “If you want it crazy

dream of starting a university before

If they can do it, you can do it!

enough, you will make it happen!”

he died. Of course, at his age no one

Everything! Feed your Passion!!!

took him seriously. But when I went
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university was started, two years

Nelson Mandela and even Arnold

I believe that everyone in this world

to visit him, I felt that he would do it.

Fazit: Have a Dream, work with

including children are passionate

He talked with an incredible vitality

Passion, Magic happens!!!

about something. Passion is a

and had an unforgettable youthful

driving force that makes people

sparkle in his eyes. He embraced

more productive. They never want to

everything that was new, loved

quit; never feel tired while working;

everything that was beautiful and had

and it enables people to reach

a fantastic sense of humour. Prof.

extraordinary heights. Passion

Wolf was trapped in an old body but

takes on different shapes, brings a

had the mind of a young boy. And if

sparkle to the eyes, a rush to the

one could see beyond his old, fragile

blood, it is like an adrenaline injection

physical body - one could fall in love

and it fuels creativity. Passion is

with him, said his 30 year old good

contagious, …pass it on said Albert

looking assistant. One year later his

Einstein.
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opposite seat was watching a Korean

Dr. Jana Heilmaier
-was leading the
International Group
at the Ministry
of Germany; is a
member of the Luxury Society; and
is also a founder of two organisations
for political, cultural and economic
collaboration. Jana works with the
German Chamber of Commerce and
teaches at the UBD. She is a noted
art and antiques collector and an
expert in contemporary arts.

Yippytune Music School aims to bring music to everyone including
children with special needs. We hope to help these children improve
cognitive, motor, social and interaction skills with this music
program. It covers the fundamentals of musicship and
aural training with the use of keyboards as well as
invigorating activities such as music appreciation
through movement and percussion.
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ROCK
& POP

You like Rock
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a
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Yippytune
Music Course
We offer lessons in Piano, Violin, Vocal,
Guitar, Ukelele, Bass Guitar, Drum,
Acoustic and Electric Guitar.

Contact

Yippytune M
usic School
Contact De
on at +673
718 1698
We are loca
ted at Spg 2
1, Lot 1626,
2nd Flr, Gad
B19,
ong Centra
l, Jln Gadon
g,
BSB Brunei
Visit us at w
ww.yippytu
ne.com
or watch us
on faceboo
k at
Yippy Tune
Music Scho
ol

Somefin
new is in
the air

Now a betterfly on our new Airbus A320
Enjoy a refreshing journey in our new cabin, now with comfy leather seats.

...betterfly Royal Brunei
WWW.FLYROYALBRUNEI.COM

